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PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW 
A professional doctorate consists of a doctoral report and an associated portfolio.  The 
latter is referenced in the former in order to provide evidence for assertions made.  
This portfolio (in two volumes) contains the portfolio items for the doctoral report of 
Simon Kerridge on Electronic Research Administration, subtitled “Reflections on 
Research Management and Administration (RMA) in UK universities and in particular 
on Electronic Research Administration (ERA) and its perceived effect on the quality and 
quantity of research”. 
There a total of 148 portfolio items included which stretch to over 500 pages which 
unfortunately requires that the portfolio itself has had to split into two volumes.  The 
items in the portfolio have been grouped into seven broad areas and have a unique 
Area and Number reference.  Within the doctoral report (and indeed the portfolio 
itself), portfolio items are referenced using the following notation: (Area99).  Where 
‘Area’ is the broad group and ‘99’ is a two digit number, for example the poster that I 
gave on Sunderland’s electronic research administration systems (ERA22) at the 
INORMS conference in 2010 refers to item number 22 in the ERA area of portfolio. 
There are seven portfolio areas: 
•  ARMA (ARMA) 
•  Electronic Research Administration (ERA) 
•  ERA Questionnaire (ERAQ) 
•  Esteem (Est) 
•  Focus Group (FG) 
•  Historical Items (Hist) 
•  Profession (Prof) 
This first two areas (ARMA and ERA) are contained within the first volume and the 
latter five (ERAQ, Est, FG, Hist and Prof) are here in this the second volume of the 
portfolio. 
Vol.2 p.1
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At the start of each section an index table is provided which describes each item and 
its significance in terms of the doctoral work.  This information can also be found in the 
final chapter of doctoral report itself. 
Learning Outcomes 
The learning outcomes (knowledge and skills) required for the professional doctorate 
are: 
K1  Deep understanding of the recent developments in their profession nationally 
and internationally 
K2  Deep understanding of current theoretical frameworks and approaches which 
have direct relevance to their own professional context 
S1  Make a significant contribution to practice within their chosen field 
S2  Apply theory and research methodology within the workplace, and feel 
comfortable in integrating different approaches to address “messy” 
multidisciplinary problems in a rigorous yet practical manner 
S3  Recognise budgetary, political, strategic, ethical and social issues when 
addressing issues within the workplace 
S4  Reflect on their own work, and on themselves, and thus operate as a truly 
reflective independent practitioner 
S5  Present and defend an original and coherent body of work which 
demonstrates, reflects upon, and evaluates the impact upon practice which 
they have personally made 
Some portfolio items could cover almost all of these seven learning outcomes, in most 
cases the claims are restricted to just those outcomes which are the main foci of the 
item, normally two or three learning outcomes at the most. 
Vol.2 p.2
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Where portfolio items have confidential sections that have been redacted; these are 
indicated in the tables in the following sections with a red background for the 
reference.  Similarly some items are not reproduced in full in the portfolio; these 
abridged items are indicated in the table with an orange background for the reference.  
Most of the actual portfolios items have yellow highlighting on them to help indicate 
my involvement or input. 
The following table shows the distribution of doctoral learning outcomes by portfolio 
area: 
Table 1: Distribution of Doctoral Learning Outcomes by Portfolio Area 
Portfolio Area  K1  K2  S1  S2  S3  S4  S5  Items 
ARMA  37%  0%  36%  0%  15%  12%  0%  32 
ERA  25%  7%  26%  10%  11%  17%  5%  56 
ERA Questionnaire  11%  0%  33%  39%  0%  11%  6%  8 
Esteem  28%  8%  23%  7%  28%  5%  0%  23 
Focus Group  0%  0%  0%  50%  25%  25%  0%  4 
Historical  9%  9%  0%  36%  9%  0%  36%  4 
Profession  37%  4%  33%  0%  11%  13%  2%  21 
 
Whereas this second table shows the number of portfolio items that address each 
learning outcome with the distribution amongst the portfolio areas. 
Table 2: Distributions of Portfolio Area items by Doctoral Learning Outcomes 
Portfolio Area  K1  K2  S1  S2  S3  S4  S5 
ARMA  25%  0%  24%  0%  19%  17%  0% 
ERA  38%  58%  40%  46%  33%  55%  54% 
ERA Questionnaire  2%  0%  6%  20%  0%  4%  8% 
Esteem  17%  26%  14%  11%  33%  6%  0% 
Focus Group  0%  0%  0%  11%  4%  4%  0% 
Historical  1%  5%  0%  11%  2%  0%  31% 
Profession  17%  11%  15%  0%  10%  13%  8% 
Items  100  19  99  35  52  47  13 
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The following sections contain, for each portfolio area, a short context of the area, the 
list of the portfolio items and then the portfolio items themselves. 
The ERA Questionnaire (ERAQ), Esteem (Est), Focus Group (FG), Historical (Hist) and 
Profession (Prof) portfolio areas are in this volume (in sections 3 to 7) below; whereas 
the ARMA (ARMA) and Electronic Research Administration (ERA) areas can be found in 
sections 1 and 2 which are in the first volume of the portfolio. 
Table 3: Index of Portfolio Items in Volume 2 
Portfolio Index - Volume 2 
Item  Pages 
 
Item  Pages 
 






ERAQ01  9-12 
 
Est16  96-97 
 
Prof01  161-165 
ERAQ02  13-19 
 
Est17  98-99 
 
Prof02  166-167 
ERAQ03  20-21 
 
Est18  100-100 
 
Prof04  168-175 
ERAQ04  22-38 
 
Est19  101-101 
 
Prof06  176-180 
ERAQ05  39-41 
 
Est20  102-102 
 
Prof07  181-181 
ERAQ06  42-65 
 
Est21  103-104 
 
Prof08  182-183 
ERAQ07  66-68 
 
Est22  105-105 
 
Prof10  184-191 
ERAQ08  69-69 
 
Est23  106-106 
 
Prof11  192-192 
  
   
Est24  107-114 
 
Prof12  193-193 
Esteem Items 
 
Est25  115-115 
 
Prof13  194-194 
Est01  77-77 
       
Prof14  195-197 




Prof15  198-199 
Est03  79-80 
 
FG01  120-124 
 
Prof17  200-200 
Est04  81-81 
 
FG02  125-126 
 
Prof18  201-202 
Est05  82-82 
 
FG03  127-131 
 
Prof19  203-205 
Est08  83-86 
 
FG05  132-134 
 
Prof20  206-207 
Est09  87-87 
       
Prof21  208-215 




Prof22  216-216 
Est11  91-91 
 
Hist01  138-147 
 
Prof23  217-219 
Est12  92-92 
 
Hist02  148-151 
 
Prof24  220-220 
Est13  93-93 
 
Hist03  152-152 
 
Prof25  221-225 
Est14  94-94 
 
Hist04  153-153 
   
  
Est15  95-95                   
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3  ERA QUESTIONNAIRE PORTFOLIO ITEMS 
Portfolio items are grouped into these seven areas: 
  ARMA (ARMA) 
  Electronic Research Administration (ERA) 
  ERA Questionnaire (ERAQ) 
  Esteem (Est) 
  Focus Group (FG) 
  Historical Items (Hist) 
  Profession (Prof) 
This section contains the items pertaining to the ERAQ area. 
3.1  Electronic Research Administration Questionnaire 
(ERAQ) 
As part of the doctoral work I undertook a series of questionnaires looking at 
perceptions to Electronic Research Administration (ERA); two national and one locally 
at Sunderland, see chapter 6 of the doctoral report. 
After this introduction there is an index table of items in this section (an example is 
shown below), and the portfolio items themselves follow the index table. 
Table 4: Sample Portfolio Index Table (ERAQ) 
Ref  Type  Description  Outcome(s) 
ERAQxx  <type>  <title>  Kx, Sx 
A short description of item ERAQxx with its relevance and importance in order to demonstrate 
the learning outcomes Kx & Sx that they address (K1-2; S1-5, see below for explanations of the 
learning outcomes). <type> is the type of the item, for example: report, email or presentation. 
<title> is the title of the item, for example: Invitation to join Steering Group. ERAQxx is the 
unique identifier for the portfolio item (xx is a two digit number) which is used to reference it 
in the doctoral report, or indeed from another portfolio item. 
 
Vol.2 p.5
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Each item is described in the table, with two rows of information.  The first row of the 
pair has the portfolio reference, type of document, short description and learning 
outcome(s) claimed.  The second row describes the context and importance of the 
item, in order to substantiate the claim towards the learning outcomes listed in the 
first row.  The actual portfolio items follow after the index table. 
3.2  Learning Outcomes 
The learning outcomes (knowledge and skills) required for the professional doctorate 
are: 
K1  Deep understanding of the recent developments in their profession nationally 
and internationally 
K2  Deep understanding of current theoretical frameworks and approaches which 
have direct relevance to their own professional context 
S1  Make a significant contribution to practice within their chosen field 
S2  Apply theory and research methodology within the workplace, and feel 
comfortable in integrating different approaches to address “messy” 
multidisciplinary problems in a rigorous yet practical manner 
S3  Recognise budgetary, political, strategic, ethical and social issues when 
addressing issues within the workplace 
S4  Reflect on their own work, and on themselves, and thus operate as a truly 
reflective independent practitioner 
S5  Present and defend an original and coherent body of work which 
demonstrates, reflects upon, and evaluates the impact upon practice which 
they have personally made 
Some portfolio items could cover almost all of the seven learning outcomes above, in 
most cases the listings are restricted to just those outcomes which are the main foci of 
the item, normally 2 or 3 learning outcomes at the most. 
Vol.2 p.6
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3.3  ERAQ Portfolio Index 
Table 5: Portfolio Index Table for ERA Questionnaire (ERAQ) Items 
Ref  Type  Description  Outcome(s) 
ERAQ01  Report  The Questionnaire used for the ARMA ERA survey  S2 
A pdf version of the on-line questionnaire used for the ARMA survey into Electronic Research 
Administration, see section6.2.  It is also available (to ARMA members) on-line at: 
https://www.arma.ac.uk/files/members/resource_directory/Research_Information_Managem
ent/Survey_13054873-(ERAMainSurvey).pdf, accessed 25th April 2011, login required. 
ERAQ02  Report  The Questionnaire used for the UK HEI ERA survey  S2 
A pdf version of the on-line UK HEI questionnaire used for the follow-up survey on Electronic 
Research Administration designed to compare academic staff perceptions with those of 
research managers and administrators, see section6.3. 
ERAQ03  Report  From the initial conference workshop in 2009  S1, S2 
The feedback analysis report from workshop session 305 of the June 2009 ARMA conference, 
see (ERA18  andERA19) where I conducted the workshop questionnaire, see (ERAQ08).  Even 
though the sample size is small (22 of the 70 or so delegates completed the questionnaire) the 
results clearly indicate that the RMAs believe that certain aspects ERA can have a positive 
impact on research quality and quantity.  It is available online at: 
https://www.arma.ac.uk/files/members/resource_directory/Research_Information_Managem
ent/Summary_of_305_Pilot_Questionnaire.pdf, accessed 25
th April 2011, login required. 
ERAQ04  Report  Detailed analysis of the ARMA ERA Questionnaire  S1, S2, S4, S5 
A major (34pp) piece of work analysing the 624 responses to the ARMA ERA Questionnaire 
(ERAQ01).  The results clearly indicate, with statistical significance, that RMAs believe that ERA 
can increase both the quality and quantity of research undertaken. 
If the imperative is to increase research quality then it is perceived that the most fruitful area 
to look at is Costing & Pricing; and then Pre-Award and Post-Award. 
If increasing research quantity is paramount then Pre-Award and Costing & Pricing are 
perceived to be the most fertile areas for investment; and then Post Award.  The report is 
available online at: 
https://www.arma.ac.uk/files/members/resource_directory/Research_Information_Managem
ent/ERAMainSurvey-feedback.pdf, accessed 25
th April 2011, login required. 
ERAQ05  Report  Summary analysis of the ARMA ERA Questionnaire  S1, S2 
The executive summary (5pp) of the detailed analysis (ERAQ04) of the large scale (624 
responses) survey that I undertook in 2010 into the perceptions of RMAs to the effect that ERA 
has on the quality and quantity of research undertaken.  It is available online at: 
https://www.arma.ac.uk/files/members/resource_directory/Research_Information_Managem
ent/ERAMainSurvey-feedback-executive-summary.pdf, accessed 25
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ERAQ06  Report  Detailed analysis of the UK HEI ERA Questionnaire  K1, S1, S2 
A major (47pp) piece of work analysing the 191 responses to the UK HEI ERA Questionnaire 
(ERAQ02) designed to elicit responses from both RMAs and academic staff as to their 
perceptions of ERA.  The results clearly indicate that both groups believe that ERA can increase 
both the quality and quantity of research undertaken.  Unsurprisingly RMAs are in general 
more positive than their academic colleagues. 
If the imperative is to increase research quality then it is perceived that the most fruitful areas 
to look at are, Peer Review, Costing and Pricing and Proposal Submission. 
If increasing research quantity is paramount then Funding Opportunities, Costing and Pricing 
and Proposal Submission could be considered.  The report is available online at:  
https://www.arma.ac.uk/files/members/resource_directory/Research_Information_Managem
ent/ERAAcademicSurvey-feedback.pdf, accessed 29
th April 2011, login required. 
These results are broadly in line with those from the earlier ARMA survey of RMAs only 
(ERAQ04), but are not directly comparable as the sub-area definitions were refined. 
ERAQ07  Report  Summary analysis of the UK HEI ERA Questionnaire  K1, S1, S2 
The executive summary (5pp) of the detailed analysis (ERAQ06) of the (191 response) survey 
that I undertook in 2010/11 into the perceptions of academic members of staff and research 
managers and administrators to the effect that ERA has on the quality and quantity of research 
undertaken.  It is available online at:  
https://www.arma.ac.uk/files/members/resource_directory/Research_Information_Managem
ent/ERAAcademicSurvey-summary.pdf, accessed 29
th April 2011, login required. 
ERAQ08  Report  The Questionnaire used in the 2009 Workshop  S1, S4 
My first attempt at a questionnaire, feedback included the lack of being able to provide 
negative impact; this was used to inform the design of the ARMA questionnaire (ERAQ01).  
However, the results were clear enough to provide a short analysis (ERAQ03). 
 
3.4  ERAQ Portfolio Items 
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Portfolio Item ERAQ07 Page 3
Portfolio Item ERAQ07 Page 3
Vol.2 p.68
Vol.2 p.68 
2009 CONFERENCE  
 
Session 305: Research Systems 
 





I would very much appreciate a couple of minutes of your time to feedback your thoughts on which of 
the following elements of electronic research management systems (or potential systems) can have a 
positive effect on the quality and/or quantity of research. 
 
RMAS  Activity 
Potential ways to increase 





increase external visibility 
better internal knowledge for 
support for b)       
Direct effect on quantity 
if academic staff are 
found for collaboration 
by this route 
Are sources of 






more funding opportunities 
more information on 
opportunities 
more background (reference) 
information       
Direct effect for 
previously unknown 
opportunities.  Potential 
to increase quality with 
added background info. 
Are the sources of 
opportunities recorded and 
analysed? 
How can this be measured 





less likelihood of proposal 
rejection (finances) 
more likelihood of sufficient 
funding if awarded       
With sufficient funding 
the proposed work can 
be properly undertaken. 
Are projects that are unable 
to fund necessary resources 





& Ethics review 
more likelihood of proposal 
success 
less reactive to time sensitive 
opportunities       
Success rates increase 
Proposal process is 
longer 
Is this measured? How? 






less chasing for academic 
member of staff       
If done badly, sponsors 
could pull out of the 
process. 
Is any recording or analsys 






less likelihood of overspend 
less likelihood of ineligible 
expenditure 
less likelihood of underspend 
more likelihood of early detection 
of problems 
less likelihood of missing 
deadlines       
If done badly, sponsors 
could pull out of the 
process. 
If done well funds could 
be made available to 
better support  
research. 
Is analysis done on projects 
that do not complete, and 
the reasons why? 
Is analysis done on projects 
that change funding 







increase external visibility 
better internal knowledge for 
support for b) 
better knowledge of 'worth' of 
research       
These form part of a) 
Additionally they can 
show the wider 'worth' 
of research. 
Are outputs linked to 
projects? 
Is analysis done on which 
outputs and impact 
contribute to future 
projects? 
 
Please score on a 0..10 point scale, where 0 = no effect and 10 = (potentially) a very high positive 
effect.  Please try to score the potential benefits independently. 
 
If you have any further comments, please add them on the reverse of this sheet 
 
Whilst this survey is confidential, if you would like to be informed of the outcome of the analysis, 
please put your name and email address here: 
 
Name: ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Email: ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...... ...... ... ... ... ... ... 
Or just email me (simon.kerridge@sunderland.ac.uk) 
Many thanks!  Simon Kerridge 
 
Please note that it is intended that the anonymised results of this questionnaire will be published.  
Portfolio Item ERAQ08 Page 1
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4  ESTEEM PORTFOLIO ITEMS 
Portfolio items are grouped into these seven areas: 
  ARMA (ARMA) 
  Electronic Research Administration (ERA) 
  ERA Questionnaire (ERAQ) 
  Esteem (Est) 
  Focus Group (FG) 
  Historical Items (Hist) 
  Profession (Prof) 
This section contains the items pertaining to the Est area. 
4.1  Esteem (Est) 
These items broadly provide evidence for (either directly or indirectly) my standing in 
the field, providing underpinning for claims of my deep understanding of the research 
management and administration arena, particularly in relation to ERA. 
After this introduction there is an index table of items in this section (an example is 
shown below), and the portfolio items themselves follow the index table. 
Table 6: Sample Portfolio Index Table (Est) 
Ref  Type  Description  Outcome(s) 
Estxx  <type>  <title>  Kx, Sx 
A short description of item Estxx with its relevance and importance in order to demonstrate 
the learning outcomes Kx & Sx that they address (K1-2; S1-5, see below for explanations of the 
learning outcomes). <type> is the type of the item, for example: report, email or presentation. 
<title> is the title of the item, for example: Invitation to join Steering Group. Estxx is the unique 
identifier for the portfolio item (xx is a two digit number) which is used to reference it in the 
doctoral report, or indeed from another portfolio item. 
 
Each item is described in the table, with two rows of information.  The first row of the 
pair has the portfolio reference, type of document, short description and learning 
Vol.2 p.70
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outcome(s) claimed.  The second row describes the context and importance of the 
item, in order to substantiate the claim towards the learning outcomes listed in the 
first row.  The actual portfolio items follow after the index table. 
Note that the numbering is not contiguous as the items presented as evidence have 
been selected from a larger possible portfolio of items.  So for example item Est06, the 
full 30 page report from the Vitae policy forum, has not been included as the 12 page 
general report (Est15) provides the same information for the purposes of the portfolio. 
Also note that items with confidential sections that have been redacted are indicated 
with red and those that are abridged have the reference number coloured with 
orange. 
4.2  Learning Outcomes 
The learning outcomes (knowledge and skills) required for the professional doctorate 
are: 
K1  Deep understanding of the recent developments in their profession nationally 
and internationally 
K2  Deep understanding of current theoretical frameworks and approaches which 
have direct relevance to their own professional context 
S1  Make a significant contribution to practice within their chosen field 
S2  Apply theory and research methodology within the workplace, and feel 
comfortable in integrating different approaches to address “messy” 
multidisciplinary problems in a rigorous yet practical manner 
S3  Recognise budgetary, political, strategic, ethical and social issues when 
addressing issues within the workplace 
S4  Reflect on their own work, and on themselves, and thus operate as a truly 
reflective independent practitioner 
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S5  Present and defend an original and coherent body of work which 
demonstrates, reflects upon, and evaluates the impact upon practice which 
they have personally made 
Some portfolio items could cover almost all of the seven learning outcomes above, in 
most cases the listings are restricted to just those outcomes which are the main foci of 
the item, normally 2 or 3 learning outcomes at the most. 
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4.3  Esteem Portfolio Index 
Table 7: Portfolio Index Table for Esteem (Est) Items 
Ref  Type  Description  Outcome(s) 
Est01  letter  Letter of thanks, re ROCG Membership   K1, S1 
A thank-you letter from the Phil Sooben, the Chair of the RCUK Operational Strategy Group 
(OSG) for my time (2006-2010) as an ROCG Member.  The Research Organisation Consultation 
Group (ROCG) is the primary method of interaction between HEIs (and other research 
organisations) and RCUK.  The ROCG provides input into RCUK policy, in particular in relation to 
the management of research grants and contracts. 
Est02  email  Invitation to join HEFCE LGM PI Project Steering Group  K1, S2, S3 
An email from Jane Wellens, the PI Project Manager from the University of Nottingham, 
following up from (Est03).  I was invited to join as an ARMA representative and subsequently 
provided input into the project management part of the developed website resource (Prof11): 
http://www.vitae.ac.uk/policy-practice/273421/Project-background.html (accessed 25
th April 
2011).  In effect my contribution was to provide a description of the processes of research 
management for Principal Investigators (PIs). 
Est03  Minutes  of LGM PI meeting where it was suggested that I join  K1, S2, S3 
The minutes of the meeting of the Leadership Development for Principal Investigators (HEFCE 
LGM PI Project) Steering Group at which it was agreed to invite me (and others) to join the 
steering group – see agenda item 7ii.  This item shows my standing in the field, known to have 
sector-wide experience and knowledge of research management and administration, see 
(Est02, Prof11) 
Est04  Email  from Pete Dixon, SSC asking for me to be a referee  K1, S3 
An email from Pete Dixon the Je-S/GMG Support Manager at the RCUK Shared Services Centre 
asking me to be a referee on a tender opportunity that they were bidding for.  My reply 
demonstrates a good understanding of the ERA landscape  by correctly surmising the proposed 
system to be developed. 
Est05  Update  From UKRDS SG Chair on progress  K2, S3 
This update from Professor John Wood of Imperial College, chair of the UK Research Data 
Service (UKRDS) Steering Group indicates the value he places on the membership (of which I 
was one, see Est16). The UKRDS (see http://www.ukrds.ac.uk/, accessed 25
th April 2011) 
project tested the viability of setting up a UK repository for storing research data sets.  See 
(Est24) for an example of the work that the project produced. 
Est08  Report  Draft Report on Je-S, sent to me for comment  K1, S1 
This is the draft version of a desk study to review the potential for reinvigorating the Je-S 
costing upload service written by Duke & Jordan Ltd for the JISC Flexible Service Delivery (FSD) 
programme.  I was invited to provide comment on the report due to my expertise in ERA.   I 
was also one of the telephone interviewees for this study. 
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Est09  Agenda  UKCGE-ARMA event draft agenda  K1, S1 
I was invited by UKCGE to present at this event on Current Issues in Research Management 
and Administration (this is the programme as originally advertised) but was unable to do so 
due to a diary clash.  So I arranged for Dr Ray Kent (from the ARMA Board and Head of 
Research Development & Policy Support, Loughborough University), Claire Skinner (Faculty 
Head of Research Support, University of Leeds) and Dr Mark Mortimer (Director of Research 
and Enterprise, University of York) to run the workshop on Models of Research Support in my 
stead (see http://www.ukcge.ac.uk/events/eventsarea/manandadmin10, accessed 25
th April 
2011).  
Est10  Email  RO input into proposed Je-S registration options  K1, S1 
This email shows my co-ordination role in feeding UK University (and other research 
organisations) input into shaping the RCUK Je-S system.  I gave my feedback to Janet Niven, 
the Je-S Helpdesk Manager, verbally and agreed to canvass for wider opinion.  This is also an 
example of the use made of the ARMA ERA email list that I set up (seeERA49). 
Est11  Email  Invitation to review JISC RIM proposals  K1, K2, S3 
An email invitation to thirty or so UK experts on Research Information Management to review 
JISC proposals in this area.  I evaluated the proposals and took part in the panel ranking in 
order to determine the projects to be funded. 
Est12  Email  Invitation to join the RMAS project steering group  K1-2, S1-3 
The aim of the HEFCE funded RMAS project was to try and develop a sector wide Electronic 
Research Administration (ERA) system (dubbed a Research Management and Administration 
System - RMAS), (see http://as.exeter.ac.uk/rmas/, accessed 25
th April 2011).  I was invited to 
join the project steering group in 2009 after the initial phase of the project.  The next phase of 
the project has been funded (ERA67) and I led the Sunderland pathfinder part of the project 
(ERA71).  The project will develop a procurement framework for an integrated modular ‘mix 
and match’ system which will then be made available to all UK Universities.  This is probably 
currently one of the most important projects in the ERA arena in the UK. 
Est13  Email  Thanks for talk and invite to write an article (ResRes)  K1, S3, S4 
This is an email from Jeska Harrington Gould, Managing Director at ResearchResearch (see 
http://www.researchresearch.com/, accessed 25
th April 2011) thanking me for the 
presentation (ERA59) that they invited me to give at their London headquarters on research 
management and administration and the preliminary findings from the ARMA ERA 
Questionnaire that I undertook.  Ehsan Masood, the editor of their UK fortnightly publication 
on research policy and funding (Research Fortnight) subsequently invited me to write an article 
for them, see (Prof08). 
Est14  Email  Invitation to join the UUK Open Access group  K1 
Invitation to join a Universities UK (UUK) national expert advisory group to update their 
position statement on open access publication.  I was unable to accept because of diary 
clashes but passed the opportunity on to the ARMA board and Dr Ian Carter, the chair, was 
able to attend.  The current statement is available at: 
http://www.universitiesuk.ac.uk/PolicyAndResearch/PolicyAreas/Documents/Research/OpenA
ccessUUKPolicyStatementSept2005.pdf, accessed 29th April 2011. 
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Est15  Report  From the 2010 Vitae Policy Forum  S1, S3, S4 
The report produced from the 2010 Vitae Policy Forum included (p8) some of the points that I 
made during the stakeholder panel session (see Est17).  The Vitae Policy forum is an annual 
invitation only event for PVCs or equivalent (see http://www.vitae.ac.uk/researchers/1151-
126801/Vitae-policy-forum-2010.html, accessed 25
th April 2011).  
Est16  Web  UKRDS About Us  K2, S3 
This shows the steering group of the UK Research Data Service project which I was a member 
of, see (Est05) and http://www.ukrds.ac.uk/about, accessed 25
th April 2011.  One of the 
summary reports can also be seen in the portfolio (Est24). 
Est17  Web  Programme from the 2010 Vitae Policy Forum  S1, S3, S4 
Originally Dr Ian Carter was due to take part in this stakeholder discussion, but he was unable 
to attend.  Janet Metcalf, the Chair of Vitae invited me to take his place to provide the view of 
research managers and administrators in the debate on funding for researcher development.  
See http://www.vitae.ac.uk/policy-practice/1151-126801/Programme/Vitae-policy-forum-
2010.html#pageInfo, accessed 25
th April 2011.  The report from the event (Est15) is also 
available. 
Est18  Email  Invitation to join UUK FP8 sounding board  K2, S3 
An email invitation (which I accepted) to be part of a Universities UK (UUK) sounding board to 
develop a UK HE position on the European Commission’s proposals for Framework Programme 
8 (FP8, now called Horizon2020).  This group developed a short position statement (see 
http://europeunit.ac.uk/sites/europe_unit2/resources/FP8Position.pdf, accessed 29
th April 
2011) which will directly feed into the UK negations on the next framework programme which 
will distribute billions of Euros of research funding across the UK and Europe.  See also 
http://fpmatters.europeunit.ac.uk/sites/fpmatters/home/fp8_advisory_group.cfm, accessed 
25
th April 2011. 
Est19  Email  Thanks for reviewing JISC eContent proposals  K1, S1, S3 
This email from UK Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) thanks me for reviewing 
proposals to the JISC Grant Funding call: e-Content Programme Strand A: Enriching via 
Collaboration call (I reviewed five proposals) and invited me to the panel meeting (which I was 
unable to attend; but I sent additional comments for consideration). 
Est20  Email  RO Representative on Je-S Steering Group  K1, S1, S3 
The email from the Research Councils shows my appointment to the Je-S 1 Steering Group.  
This group oversaw the roll out and subsequent developments for the Research Council’s joint 
electronic proposal submission system, Je-S.  The first meeting was held on 6
th May 2004.  In 
2006 it became the Je-S Management Board (see Est22) and then in 2011 with the move to the 
RCUK Shared Services Centre the group was disbanded, my input over the seven years is 
recounted in (Est22).  See also (Est21). 
Est21  Papers  RCUK Je-S Management Board  K1, S1, S3 
The agenda and terms of reference for the Je-S Management Board that superseded the Je-S 
Steering Group see (Est20).  This first meeting was 25
th Sept 2006 (and the final meeting was 
on 26
th Jan 2011); see (Est22) for an outline of my contributions.  After that the responsibility 
for Je-S developments was moved into the RCUK Shared Services Centre (SSC). 
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Est22  Email  Thanks from the Chair of RCUK Je-S Management Board  K1, S1, S3 
This email provides confirmation of my role on the Je-S Management Board (Est21; and 
Steering Group (Est20) before that) and outlines some of my contributions and the esteem in 
which they are held by the Research Councils. 
Est23  Email  Invitation to join JISC Research Identifiers group  K1, S1 
An invitation to join the UK Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) Researcher Identifier 
Task and Finish Group (which I advocated setting up) to advise JISC on an efficient and 
effective way to assign unique identifiers to researchers (in the UK).  This is a prerequisite of 
being able to create an infrastructure within which research management information can be 
effectively shared across the sector. 
Est24  Report  UKRDS The Data Imperative, summary report, 2009  K1, S1, S3 
The 16 page summary report from the HEFCE funded UK Research Data Service project looking 
at the business case for a UK wide research data archive service.  I sat on the steering group for 
this project which proposed a two year pathfinder project to demonstrate the feasibility and 
utility of such a service. See www.ukrds.ac.uk, accessed 25
th April 2011, (Est16) and (Est05). 
Est25  Email  BRUCE Project Advisory Group  S1, S2, S3 
The BRUCE project is one of the four JISC RIM2 projects (another is IRIOS, seeERA43, that I led) 
looking at the use of CERIF in the UK.  I provided some informal advice in the generation of the 
project proposal which contributed to its success and was subsequently invited to join the 
project advisory board of nine people to help define the draft sector benchmark reports for 
research activity. 
 
4.4  Esteem Portfolio Items 
 
(follow on the next page) 
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Dear UKRDS Steering Committee colleagues, 
 
I thought you might appreciate an update on progress with the UKRDS work.  As you 
know, HEFCE have given a further grant, with another contribution from JISC too, 
for what is being called the UKRDS Interim Project (IP). This started on 1 June 2009 
and is due to finish in early 2010. 
 
The IP involves working with the four original case study universities - Bristol, 
Leeds, Leicester and Oxford – to identify the data management needs of a 
representative set of researchers and research groups and to develop a sustainable 
approach to support provision of suitable infrastructure and skills at institutional level.  
This will mean working with the libraries, IT services, and research support services 
in the four institutions on the one hand and with some of the national providers such 
as DCC and the Research Council data services on the other.  The work will dovetail 
with JISC’s research data programme and will also tie in well with studies currently 
being undertaken by RIN and other bodies including RCUK. 
 
The aim of the IP is to provide some proof of concept for a bid to HEFCE’s Strategic 
Development Fund in early 2010 for the proposed Pathfinder phase for UKRDS.  One 
of the issues of the highest importance is working towards a common understanding 
of the data management issues with the Research Councils. To this end, HEFCE and 
JISC staff have been working hard to draft a Memorandum of Understanding that can 
be signed with the Research Councils.  Members of the RCUK’s Research Outputs 
Group have had input into the drafting of the MoU, which is now with HEFCE for 
approval before going forward. 
 
As chair of the UKRDS steering committee, I believe the role of the steering 
committee is still significant and I would very much like to keep us together so that 
we can receive regular updates electronically in the next few months.  By the end of 
the year we would hope to have a draft SDF bid for HEFCE well under way and your 
input, advice and support will be very important. I hope that you will be willing to 
continue to engage with UKRDS over the coming months, and indeed we may decide 
to hold a meeting towards the end of the year to discuss the bid that should take 
UKRDS to the next, Pathfinder, stage. 
 
As I am sure you know there is much international investment in the study of research 
data management needs and the UK must play its part to maintain its status as an 
important base for leading research centres. 
 
With best wishes to you all. 
 
John 
Portfolio Item Est05 Page 1
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Portfolio Item Est10 Page 3
Portfolio Item Est10 Page 3
Vol.2 p.90
Vol.2 p.90Subject: Research Info Mgmt
From: Neil Jacobs <n.jacobs@jisc.ac.uk>
Date: Tue, 17 Nov 2009 16:30:08 +0000
To: 'Anna Clements' <akc@st‐andrews.ac.uk>, 'Steve Bailey ‐ JISC infoNet'
<steve.bailey@northumbria.ac.uk>, 'Stuart Bolton' <stuart@stuartbolton.com>, "'Cox, Mark'"
<mark.cox@kcl.ac.uk>, "'Davies, Mary'" <mary.davies@kcl.ac.uk>, 'Nicky Ferguson Ferguson'
<nicky@therightplace.net>, alan.green@s8c.ac.uk, "'Dale Heenan (ESRC, CID)'"
<Dale.Heenan@esrc.ac.uk>, amanda.hill@manchester.ac.uk, daniel@symplec=c.co.uk, 'Bill
Hubbard' <Bill.Hubbard@no>ngham.ac.uk>, 'Lesly Huxley' <Lesly.Huxley@bristol.ac.uk>,
'Simon Kerridge' <simon.kerridge@sunderland.ac.uk>, "'Mccormick Ian Mr (ACAD)'"
<Ian.Mccormick@uea.ac.uk>, "'Pamela Macpherson‐BarreB [7471]'" <P.Macpherson‐
BarreB@hefce.ac.uk>, nikki.rogers@bristol.ac.uk, 'Sally Rumsey' <sally.rumsey@ouls.ox.ac.uk>,
'ScoB RUTHERFORD' <s.rutherford@hefce.ac.uk>, 'Dominic Tate'
<Dominic.Tate@no>ngham.ac.uk>, execsec@ucisa.ac.uk, 'Paddy G Walker'
<paddygwalker@talk21.com>, "'Vasanthi WALLER [7369]'" <V.WALLER@hefce.ac.uk>, "'Welland,
Deborah'" <D.Welland@exeter.ac.uk>, Andy.Youell@hesa.ac.uk, Victoria.Cassely@epsrc.ac.uk,
Chris.Hale@Universi=esUK.AC.UK, keith.jeﬀery@s8c.ac.uk, 'Michael Mertens'
<Mike.Mertens@rluk.ac.uk>, dath@nerc.ac.uk, gela@nerc.ac.uk, 'Alexander HAWKER'
<a.hawker@jisc.ac.uk>, 'Myles Danson' <m.danson@jisc.ac.uk>, m.day@ukoln.ac.uk,
lac@ecs.soton.ac.uk, neil.jeﬀeries@sers.ox.ac.uk, 'Frederique Van Till' <f.van=ll@jisc.ac.uk>
Colleagues with an interest in research informa=on management,
 




Once we have bids, in mid January, we would like to ask experts to help us mark them.  If you are happy to mark
a few of these bids, please reply to Frederique Van Till ( f.van=ll@jisc.ac.uk ), who is assuming responsibility for
this area of work at JISC.
 
Please could you also keep 21st January free for a possible mee=ng, in part to review the EXRI






Research Info Mgmt  
1 of 1 10/01/2011 17:17
Portfolio Item Est11 Page 1
Portfolio Item Est11 Page 1
Vol.2 p.91
Vol.2 p.91Subject: RMAS project
From: "Welland, Deborah" <D.Welland@exeter.ac.uk>




I know that you are aware of the HEFCE funded RMAS project as I believe you responded to the
questionnaire late last year. Details of the work to date can be accessed at http://as.exeter.ac.uk
/rmas/ and I attach the Part 1 report.
 
During our discussions with Atti Emecz at RCUK about the Je-S interface and links to RMAS, Atti
mentioned your name and involvement with ARMA and Je-S, and following further discussion with the
RMAS Steering Group it was decided to invite you to join the Steering Group because of the
experience that you have in the sector and the contribution that we believe you can make to the
project.  I realise that this invite has come out of the blue but I would be more than happy to discuss in
more detail with you next week if you were interested.
 
Current Group membership is as follows
 
Shereen Anderson - Essex
Amanda Burgess - LSE
Gerry Collins - Queen Mary
David Coombe - Kent
Atti Emecz - RCUK
Alex Hawker - JISC



















RMAS FINAL as submi￿edl v4 6 040609.doc
RMAS project  
1 of 1 10/01/2011 17:25
Portfolio Item Est12 Page 1
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Portfolio Item Est17 Page 1





































































































































































































































Portfolio Item Est17 Page 2
Portfolio Item Est17 Page 2
Vol.2 p.99
Vol.2 p.99Subject: Invita￿on to join HE sector FP8 sounding board
From: Chris￿an Yeomans <Chris￿an.Yeomans@europeunit.ac.uk>




I write to invite you to become part of a sounding board to provide expert advice that will underpin the work of
Universi￿es UK and the UK HE Europe Unit in preparing the way for the next phase of the European Union’s
Framework Programme for Research.
 
Your exper￿se on the Framework Programme in the UK ins￿tu￿onal context mean that your advice on how the
next phase of the Programme should be taken forward would be invaluable. We would be delighted if you were
able to become a member of the sounding board of experts.
 
Details of the sounding board are included below. Please do not hesitate to get in touch, should you have any
ques￿ons.
 
Best wishes, and we look forward to hearing from you.
 
Chris Hale (UUK) and Chris Yeomans (Interna￿onal and Europe Unit)
 
The UK HE sector FP8 Sounding Board, 2010
 
As you will be aware, the current itera￿on of the EU’s Framework Programme comes to an end in 2013, and
discussions about the future of the Programme are already well underway. It is crucial that the UK HE sector is a
strong voice in these discussions so as to ensure the next phase of the Programme, FP8, reﬂects the interests of
UK HEIs.
 
As part of its programme of ac￿vi￿es to support UK involvement in inﬂuencing the shape of FP8, Universi￿es UK
and the UK HE Europe Unit are developing a ‘sounding‐board’ of Framework Programme experts from within UK
HEIs. The sounding board will number around 15 individuals from across the UK HE sector, and will comprise
mainly of Directors of European Research and experienced European Funding Managers. The func￿on of the
sounding board will be to provide UUK and the Europe Unit with expert advice to support sector‐wide eﬀorts to
shape FP8. For example, the Board will be asked to provide comments on an early draA of the UK HE sector
posi￿on on the future of the Framework Programme, before it is submiBed to the European Commission and
used by UUK and the Europe Unit in direct lobbying of the European ins￿tu￿ons. It is expected that the Board’s
ac￿vi￿es will take place mainly by email, though the necessity to meet in person may arise at a later date.
 
 
Dr Christian Yeomans, Policy Officer (Europe), UK HE International and Europe Unit
Tel +44 (0)20 7419 5537 Email christian.yeomans@europeunit.ac.uk
 
Europe www.europeunit.ac.uk  International www.international.ac.uk
Address Woburn House, 20 Tavistock Square,  London, WC1H 9HQ
Switchboard tel +44 (0)20 7419 4111  Fax +44 (0)20 7383 5766
 
Invitation to join HE sector FP8 sounding board  
1 of 1 10/01/2011 18:00
Portfolio Item Est18 Page 1
Portfolio Item Est18 Page 1
Vol.2 p.100
Vol.2 p.100Subject: JISC Grant Funding call: e‐Content Programme Strand A Enriching via Collabora￿on.
From: "Sarah DUNNE [7252]" <s.dunne@JISC.AC.UK>




Thank you for your efforts in marking the bids for the JISC Grant Funding call: e-Content Programme
Strand A Enriching via Collaboration.  We will be holding a panel meeting to discuss the marks and
comments at 10.30 am – 1pm on 19th January 2011 at the JISC Offices, Brettenham House,
London http://www.jisc.ac.uk/contactus/findus/london.aspx.  Please can you reply to this
message to confirm your attendance. 
 
Copies of the bids are available from the JISCMail website.    In order to access the files please click
on the following url: https://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/cgi-bin
 Please note that paper copies of the bids will not be available unless
specifically requested.  Please notify me by 12 noon on Monday 17
th January if you require a paper












Tel: 0117 931 7252
Fax: 0117 931 7255
www.jisc.ac.uk
 
JISC Grant Funding call: e‐Content Programme Strand A Enriching v...  
1 of 1 18/01/2011 17:41
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Vol.2 p.101
Vol.2 p.101acceptance as RO
Subject: Je-S 1: Steering Group
Date: Wed, 03 Mar 2004 11:19:14 +0000
From: BOB INNES <BOB.INNES@pparc.ac.uk>
To: simon.kerridge@sunderland.ac.uk
Simon,
Ian Carter has told me the good news that you're willing to be the RO
representative on the Je-S 1 Steering Group.  We're pleased to have you
aboard.
I thought that I better contact you to confirm that you're the rep
although I can't offer much information about when the group is likely
to meet for the first time.  I can tell you that Serena Cooper (of EPSRC
but moving to PPARC) will be taking up the post of Je-S 1 System Manager
on 22 March.  Serena will be keen for the Steering Group to meet as soon
as possible but it's unlikely that it'll be before the end of April.
Once I've received nominations from the four Councils (one Council has
yet to respond) someone will be in contact regarding availability.
In the meantime, if you have any queries, please give me a call.
Regards,
Bob
Dr R A Innes
Head, ERA/Je-S 1 Project Manager
PPARC Swindon Office





RA Programme Web Site: http://www.rcuk.ac.uk/je-s/
PPARC Web site: http://www.pparc.ac.uk/
______________________________________________________________________
This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
______________________________________________________________________
Page 1
Portfolio Item Est20 Page 1
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Vol.2 p.104Sent: 25 February 2011 13:18
To:
Cc:
Atti Emecz (EPSRC,C&I) [Atti.Emecz@epsrc.ac.uk]
Flag for follow up. Start by 25 February 2011. Due by 25 February 2011.
 Simon Kerridge 
 Pete Dixon (RCUK, SSC Ltd) [Pete.Dixon@ssc.rcuk.ac.uk] 
Reply Reply All Forward
Je-S Management Board
Je-S Management Board https://cas-03.uni.ad.sunderland.ac.uk/owa/?ae=Item&a=Open&t=IPM....
1 of 1 26/02/2011 13:46
Portfolio Item Est22 Page 1
Portfolio Item Est22 Page 1
Vol.2 p.105
Vol.2 p.105From: Josh BROWN
To: Simon Kerridge
Subject: Research Identifiers work
Date: 22 March 2011 10:20:44
Dear Simon,
 
This is to follow up from conversations at and since the last RIMG meeting.
 
JISC would like to formally invite you to be a part of an official JISC advisory 'task and finish' group. 
The "task to finish" in this group is to help advise JISC on the most 'efficient and effective ways by
which researchers can be assigned identifiers'.  We hope to achieve this task over the course of five
meetings (an average of one per month, mostly teleconference).  The first two meetings are
proposed for the 15th of April and the 18th of May.
 
JISC is keen to get clear guidance from ARMA in this work, and you are well-versed in the issues,
which means that your input would be particularly appreciated. If you won’t be able to join the
group, we would really appreciate it if you could nominate a colleague to represent ARMA on the
group, as the association is a crucial stakeholder group for this work.
 
For each of the meetings JSIC will co-ordinate recommendations from independent consultants on
key topics which require your guidance, for example: current institutional practices for assigning
identifiers (e.g. staff profile pages, email handles), research information management system
requirements, international identifier proposed solutions (Orcid, academia.edu, etc), third party
identifiers (e.g. Thomson Reuters' Researcher ID and OpenID), National name identifier services (i.e.
BL-Names catalogue), subject specific identifier services (i.e. Arxiv, Lattes), etc.
 
Your recommendations will help guide JISC with how and where it should take action with regards to
Research Identifiers.
 





Programme Manager: E-Research - Research Information Management
JISC
M: 07875 120019
T: 020 3006 6073
Skype: j.br0wn1
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Vol.2 p.114





Flag for follow up. Start by 15 April 2011. Due by 15 April 2011.
 'valerie.mccutcheon@glasgow.ac.uk'; 'jnortham@bournemouth.ac.uk'; 'staylor@brookes.ac.uk'; Simon Kerridge;
's.a.puzey@aston.ac.uk'; 'g.fairbairn@surrey.ac.uk'; 'jab9@le.ac.uk'; 'jenny.ogrady@bristol.ac.uk';
Bethan Adams [badams@sgul.ac.uk] 
 Rosa Scoble [Rosa.Scoble@brunel.ac.uk] 
BRUCE - Report examples.xlsx (61 KB) [Open as Web Page]
Reply Reply All Forward
BRUCE Project Advisory Group - Sample Reports
BRUCE Project Advisory Group - Sample Reports https://cas-01.uni.ad.sunderland.ac.uk/owa/?ae=Item&a=Open&t=IPM....
1 of 1 17/04/2011 13:25
Portfolio Item Est25 Page 1
Portfolio Item Est25 Page 1
Vol.2 p.115
Vol.2 p.115Portfolio: FG                  Page 1 
 
5  FOCUS GROUP PORTFOLIO ITEMS 
Portfolio items are grouped into these seven areas: 
  ARMA (ARMA) 
  Electronic Research Administration (ERA) 
  ERA Questionnaire (ERAQ) 
  Esteem (Est) 
  Focus Group (FG) 
  Historical Items (Hist) 
  Profession (Prof) 
This section contains the items pertaining to the FG area. 
5.1  Focus Groups (FG) 
I undertook a systematic review of two elements of ERA systems that were being 
replaced at Sunderland and the work related to that is listed here, see section 5.4 and 
the case study chapters 7 and 8 of the doctoral report.  This work was based on a 
series of Focus Groups that I instigated. 
After this introduction there is an index table of items in this section (an example is 
shown below), and the portfolio items themselves follow the index table. 
Table 8: Sample Portfolio Index Table (FG) 
Ref  Type  Description  Outcome(s) 
FGxx  <type>  <title>  Kx, Sx 
A short description of item FGxx with its relevance and importance in order to demonstrate 
the learning outcomes Kx & Sx that they address (K1-2; S1-5, see below for explanations of the 
learning outcomes). <type> is the type of the item, for example: report, email or presentation. 
<title> is the title of the item, for example: Invitation to join Steering Group. FGxx is the unique 
identifier for the portfolio item (xx is a two digit number) which is used to reference it in the 
doctoral report, or indeed from another portfolio item. 
 
Vol.2 p.116
Vol.2 p.116Portfolio: FG                  Page 2 
 
Each item is described in the table, with two rows of information.  The first row of the 
pair has the portfolio reference, type of document, short description and learning 
outcome(s) claimed.  The second row describes the context and importance of the 
item, in order to substantiate the claim towards the learning outcomes listed in the 
first row.  The actual portfolio items follow after the index table. 
Note that the numbering is not contiguous as the items presented as evidence have 
been selected from a larger possible portfolio of items.  So for example item FG04, a 
one page summary report from the Focus Group work, is not included as the full 10 
page report (FG03) provides better context for the work. 
5.2  Learning Outcomes 
The learning outcomes (knowledge and skills) required for the professional doctorate 
are: 
K1  Deep understanding of the recent developments in their profession nationally 
and internationally 
K2  Deep understanding of current theoretical frameworks and approaches which 
have direct relevance to their own professional context 
S1  Make a significant contribution to practice within their chosen field 
S2  Apply theory and research methodology within the workplace, and feel 
comfortable in integrating different approaches to address “messy” 
multidisciplinary problems in a rigorous yet practical manner 
S3  Recognise budgetary, political, strategic, ethical and social issues when 
addressing issues within the workplace 
S4  Reflect on their own work, and on themselves, and thus operate as a truly 
reflective independent practitioner 
Vol.2 p.117
Vol.2 p.117Portfolio: FG                  Page 3 
 
S5  Present and defend an original and coherent body of work which 
demonstrates, reflects upon, and evaluates the impact upon practice which 
they have personally made 
Some portfolio items could cover almost all of the seven learning outcomes above, in 
most cases the listings are restricted to just those outcomes which are the main foci of 
the item, normally 2 or 3 learning outcomes at the most. 
Vol.2 p.118
Vol.2 p.118Portfolio: FG                  Page 4 
 
5.3  Focus Group Portfolio Index 
Table 9: Portfolio Index Table for Focus Group (FG) Items 
Ref  Type  Description  Outcome(s) 
FG01  Report  Questionnaire developed from Sunderland Focus Groups  S2 
In 2010 I ran a series of Focus Groups (see FG02) to look at the issues with two specific 
elements of the ERA systems that I developed at Sunderland (costing and pricing and 
publication information, see chapters 7 and 8 respectively) with the aim of providing user 
feedback input into the replacement systems being implemented.  This is the questionnaire 
that was developed from that work and used in a University wide survey, the results of which 
are in (FG03). 
FG02  Report  Summary of the Focus Group Activities  S2 
In 2010 I ran a series of Focus Groups (see FG03) to look at the issues with two specific 
elements of the ERA systems that I developed at Sunderland.  The work of the groups informed 
the questionnaire (FG01) that was rolled out to all staff at Sunderland.  This report was shared 
with and agreed by the Focus Group members. 
FG03  Report  From Focus Groups and resulting Questionnaire Analysis  S2, S3, S4 
This (10 page) report was created from the work of the Focus Group (FG02) and evidence from 
the analysis of the [n=155] responses to the questionnaire (FG01) that it advocated.  The 
report with its 13 specific recommendations was submitted to and accepted by the University 
Business Systems Strategy Group in Nov 2010. 
FG05  Slides  Used in the 2010 Focus Groups  S2, S3, S4 
These slides show the structure and content of the focus groups (FG02) that I organised to look 
at the costing & pricing (see chapter 7) and publication information systems (see chapter 8) 
that I developed.  Thanks are owed to (now Dr) Paul Andrew and Dr Mark Proctor who acted 
as neutral facilitators for the administrative and academic groups respectively. 
 
5.4  Focus Group Portfolio Items 
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Priestman Building A10
Simon Kerridge
University of Sunderland 1
Head of Graduate Research Support






– fECAF & Publications (GRSdB references)
• Focus Groups (& possible follow up interviews)
• Questionnaire
• New systems
– pFACT & Institutional Repository (SURE)
• Focus Groups (& possible follow up interviews)
• Improved new systems...
Today: Focus Group Sessions
45 mins: fECAF (costing and pricing)
45 mins: publications database (references)
Focus Group Process
• Intro [this is it!] [5 mins] 
• Brainstorm issues (in groups of 2 or 3) [10 mins]
• Collect issues into themes [15 mins]
• Coffee
• Use blobs to vote for key issues [10 mins]
• Summary of key issues [5 mins]
• Repeat for the next topic
Costing and Pricing Costing and Pricing
• fECAF
      Portfolio Item FG05 Page 1          .
                       Portfolio Item FG05 Page 1               .
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Priestman Building A10
Simon Kerridge
University of Sunderland 2
Costing and Pricing Costing and Pricing
Costing and Pricing Costing and Pricing: Nominal Groups
• 10 minutes
– One issue / feature per post-it
• 15 mins
– Allocation post-its into themes
• 10 mins
– Coffee and voting with blobs
Costing and Pricing - Summary
• The fECAF system:
– Affects quantity of research
– Affects quality of research
– (other) Negative issues
– (other) Positive issues
– Wish list of features
Publications Database
• GRSdb Publications and Seminars sections
      Portfolio Item FG05 Page 2          .
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Priestman Building A10
Simon Kerridge
University of Sunderland 3
Publications Database Publications Database
Publications Database Publications Database: Nominal Groups
• 10 minutes
– One issue / feature per post-it
• 15 mins
– Allocation post-its into themes
• 10 mins
– Coffee and voting with blobs
Publications Database - Summary
• The GRSdB Publications and Seminars system:
– Affects quantity of research
– Affects quality of research
– (other) Negative issues
– (other) Positive issues
– Wish list of features
Questions
simon.kerridge@sunderland.ac.uk 0191 515 x2285
research.sunderland.ac.uk
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6  HISTORICAL PORTFOLIO ITEMS 
Portfolio items are grouped into these seven areas: 
  ARMA (ARMA) 
  Electronic Research Administration (ERA) 
  ERA Questionnaire (ERAQ) 
  Esteem (Est) 
  Focus Group (FG) 
  Historical Items (Hist) 
  Profession (Prof) 
This section contains the items pertaining to the Hist area. 
6.1  Historical Items (Hist) 
I have included a small number of items which either pre-date the main body of the 
work described (1996-2011) or for one reason or another fall outside the main thrust 
of the doctoral report.  They are provided as additional evidence, with particular 
reference to learning outcome element S5 in terms of defending my own work. 
After this introduction there is an index table of items in this section (an example is 
shown below), and the portfolio items themselves follow the index table. 
Table 10: Sample Portfolio Index Table (Hist) 
Ref  Type  Description  Outcome(s) 
Histxx  <type>  <title>  Kx, Sx 
A short description of item Histxx with its relevance and importance in order to demonstrate 
the learning outcomes Kx & Sx that they address (K1-2; S1-5, see below for explanations of the 
learning outcomes). <type> is the type of the item, for example: report, email or presentation. 
<title> is the title of the item, for example: Invitation to join Steering Group. Histxx is the 
unique identifier for the portfolio item (xx is a two digit number) which is used to reference it 
in the doctoral report, or indeed from another portfolio item. 
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Each item is described in the table, with two rows of information.  The first row of the 
pair has the portfolio reference, type of document, short description and learning 
outcome(s) claimed.  The second row describes the context and importance of the 
item, in order to substantiate the claim towards the learning outcomes listed in the 
first row.  The actual portfolio items follow after the index table. 
6.2  Learning Outcomes 
The learning outcomes (knowledge and skills) required for the professional doctorate 
are: 
K1  Deep understanding of the recent developments in their profession nationally 
and internationally 
K2  Deep understanding of current theoretical frameworks and approaches which 
have direct relevance to their own professional context 
S1  Make a significant contribution to practice within their chosen field 
S2  Apply theory and research methodology within the workplace, and feel 
comfortable in integrating different approaches to address “messy” 
multidisciplinary problems in a rigorous yet practical manner 
S3  Recognise budgetary, political, strategic, ethical and social issues when 
addressing issues within the workplace 
S4  Reflect on their own work, and on themselves, and thus operate as a truly 
reflective independent practitioner 
S5  Present and defend an original and coherent body of work which 
demonstrates, reflects upon, and evaluates the impact upon practice which 
they have personally made 
Some portfolio items could cover almost all of the seven learning outcomes above, in 
most cases the listings are restricted to just those outcomes which are the main foci of 
the item, normally 2 or 3 learning outcomes at the most. 
Vol.2 p.136
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6.3  Historical Items Portfolio Index 
Table 11: Portfolio Index Table for Historical Items (Hist) 
Ref  Type  Description  Outcome(s) 
Hist01  Paper  Journal article about the SupplyPoint project (2000)  S2, S5 
I was the main author for this article (and presented the paper at the Electronic Commerce and 
Web Technologies conference from which the journal article was drawn) on the SupplyPoint 
project (see Hist04).   The article is available (by subscription) online at 
http://www.springerlink.com/content/vuqmghtyh74h62ch/ (accessed 25
th April 2011) and at 
http://imu.ntua.gr/Papers/J30-ECWeb-SPP.pdf (accessed 25
th April 2011).  I was also the 
principal investigator for the project, see (Hist04). 
Hist02  Paper  Journal article about the SupplyPoint project (1998)  S2, S5 
This article that I co-authored about the EU Framework project SupplyPoint (see Hist04), that I 
was the project manager and principal investigator for, was the most downloaded article from 
the International Journal of Electronic Markets in 1998. It is available online at: 
http://www.electronicmarkets.org/issues/volume-8/volume-8-issue-3/supplypoint0.pdf 
(accessed 25
th April 2011). 
Hist03  Report  List of my academic and professional publications  K1-2, S2, S5 
This is the list of my academic and professional publications over the period 1992-2010.  
Together they show a consistent ability to publish subject to peer review in areas that I have 
been active in, specifically computer science, research management and administration, and 
the confluence of those two areas, Electronic Research Administration.  The report itself is an 
export of a standard report from the GRS On-line system that I developed (see 
http://www.grs.sunderland.ac.uk, accessed 21
st April 2011), see section 4.5 and chapter 8. 
Hist04  List  Final deliverable from the ESPRIT SupplyPoint Project  S2, S3, S5 
In 1996 I led the writing of a proposal to the EU ESPRIT4 programme for a project (SupplyPoint) 
to develop a proof of concept demonstrator of a system to support companies coming 
together to form virtual consortia to bid for contracts in the construction sector (see Hist01, 
Hist02).  The project was funded by the European Commission to the value of €1.4M and ran 
from 1997-2000 with me as the Principal Investigator leading the consortium with academic 
and commercial partners from the UK, Denmark, France, Germany and Greece.  This is a list of 
the final deliverables from the project that were made available to interested parties on the 
internet (the website is now defunct) and compact disc. 
 
6.4  Historical Portfolio Items 
 
(follow on the next page) 
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SUPPLYPOINT: Electronic Procurement SUPPLYPOINT: Electronic Procurement SUPPLYPOINT: Electronic Procurement SUPPLYPOINT: Electronic Procurement SUPPLYPOINT: Electronic Procurement
using Virtual Supply Chains Ð an overview using Virtual Supply Chains Ð an overview using Virtual Supply Chains Ð an overview using Virtual Supply Chains Ð an overview using Virtual Supply Chains Ð an overview
by Sue Kerridge, Andrew Slade, Simon Kerridge and Kevin Ginty, University of Sunderland, Britain*
corporating multi-media and distrib-
uted work-flow management, docu-
ment handling, supply chain and ten-
dering procedures.
¨ conduct user trials, and give guidance
and make recommendations on the
development of virtual supply chains
within electronic procurement systems
meeting the needs of SMEs, and the de-
velopment of effective regional support
networks for SMEs with a view to the
long term exploitation of the
SUPPLYPOINT concept.
¨ SUPPLYPOINT will be an open project,
collaborating with and offering dem-
onstration facilities to other projects in
this field (e.g. ELPRO, Tradepoint and
SIMAP)
Technical and Business Approach
The SUPPLYPOINT service is a new busi-
ness opportunity which will be taken up
by a number of the project partners. It will
benefit the wider business audience by
addressing a current gap in the Electronic
Commerce market place and will:
* Sue Kerridge
(Susan.Kerridge@sunderland.ac.uk)








is the SUPPLYPOINT Project Manager
and Kevin Ginty
(Kevin.Ginty@sunderland.ac.uk) is the
Technical Manager of the Centre




In the area of Electronic Contracting and
Virtual Company Formation within Sup-
ply-Chains there has been little research
or development work. During this paper
we will outline the European Union spon-
sored project SUPPLYPOINT (ESPRIT
27007) which addresses the issues of pan-
European electronic trade links for busi-
ness-to-business and business-to-public
body electronic commerce. This will be
achieved by using virtual supply chains
and covering a life cycle from contract
identification to completion, including
virtual supply chain management and
electronic payments. It will provide a one-
stop shopping service for companies to
purchase goods and services from small /
medium sized enterprises (SMEs) co-
operating in virtual and dynamic supply
chains. The project started on July 1st 1998
and is co-funded by the European Com-
mission to support the multi-national con-
sortium conducting the research and
development over a two year peroid.
Objectives Objectives Objectives Objectives Objectives
SUPPLYPOINT, a European electronic pro-
curement system utilising virtual supply
chains will:
¨ undertake comprehensive surveys to
identify the requirements of SMEs and
procuring entities and the legal frame-
work in which these requirements must
operate.
¨ develop a conceptual European frame-
work for electronic procurement using
virtual supply chains incorporating
existing state-of-the-art public and pri-
vate sector electronic procurement and
supply chain systems, in particular,
Tradepoint, ELPRO and SIMAP which
takes explicit account of the needs of
SMEs at all stages.
¨ build and pilot on a number of sites a
demonstrator electronic procurement
system using virtual supply chains in-
¨ support the whole transaction cycle
¨ give fast and accurate access to infor-
mation on possible contracts
¨ show the current state of the supply
chain(s) involved in current contracts
¨ allow SMEs to form dynamic supply
chains




This will allow users to search the supply
chain database depending on different cri-
teria and form a virtual supply chain. The
supply chain database administration for
suppliers will also be supported by WWW
access.
Order processing
SUPPLYPOINT will contain a dedicated
subsystem for order processing, which,
most likely will be separate from the Web
server system for reasons of security and
auditable transaction processing.
EDI gateway
SUPPLYPOINT will contain an integrated
EDI gateway, through which orders can
be transferred to the suppliers in EDI for-
mats (EDIFACT, ANSI X.12, XML, in-
house, or others) via electronic mail, file
transfer, and, in a later stages, via exist-
ing VANS. The provision of EDI through a
programmable gateway also allows the
future integration of complete EDI Clear-
ing Centres from different vendors.
E-Mail
This gateway will basically be an SMTP
gateway for inbound and outbound mail
Banking gateway
A banking gateway for secure electronic
payment.
External interface API
SUPPLYPOINT will also provide an API to
external sources of information (e.g. ex-
ternal databases, external software sys-
tems). This will allow users to integrate
customs information, VAT and other tax
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information, as well as the integrating
tracking systems and pricing information
from shipping agents and freight handlers.
All these will be combined in a single co-
herent system (together with existing sys-
tems, e.g. product databases, electronic
catalogues) which will help to accelerate
user uptake.
Industrial Demand
There are literally millions of contracts
awarded in the European Union (EU) each
year, most of these existing in supply
chains.  However the vast majority of these
supply chains are relatively fixed and are
comprised from a high proportion of large
companies. In order to enable more SMEs
to bid for contracts a way of co-ordinating
dynamic and virtual supply chains in re-
quired. SUPPLYPOINT meets this need and
will reduce the number of disadvantages
that SMEs have. Additionally, SUPPLY-
POINT will give the end purchaser more
control over the supply chain and hence a
higher quality of service / product.
The EU Initiative Electronic Commerce
estimates that 3% of the public procure-
ment budget in the EU (12% of GDP) could
be saved through the use of electronic
commerce, SUPPLYPOINT will go a long
way towards achieving this goal.
Project Objectives and Scope Project Objectives and Scope Project Objectives and Scope Project Objectives and Scope Project Objectives and Scope
Electronic procurement is one of the main
issues in the Bangemann report, enabling
a European wide co-operation between
administrations and industry with a strong
involvement of SMEs. The objective of the
SUPPLYPOINT project is the development
and implementation of a software and
service infrastructure for the integrated
deployment of electronic procurement
using virtual supply chains. Special atten-
tion is paid to the integration of traditional
EDI systems and new interactive World
Wide Web technology together with mul-
timedia.
SUPPLYPOINT will fill a gap in current
electronic commerce support systems by
providing fast and accurate access to con-
tract information for both procurers and
suppliers in a supply chain context. It will
provide affordable and easily packaged
support for business relationships, in par-
ticular for SMEs wishing to become part
of or to initiate supply chains.
In addition it will be a best practice pilot
for the marketing and trading of goods
and services in supply chains, thus en-
hancing quality, flexibility, responsiveness
and productivity at a global level.
The aim of the project is to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the SUPPLYPOINT
approach to electronic procurement using
virtual supply chains by taking a number
of existing systems and providing access
to them in an integrated manner.
To this end a number of tasks have been
identified, namely:
¨ a review of the environment, which the
SUPPLYPOINT system will meet, with
a special focus on the legal situation
and the existing work done in other
projects
¨ a definition of the specific requirements
to be included in the pilot system and
the subsequent commercial products
¨ the interfacing of a number of existing
systems
¨ the provision to the user of a coherent
integrated system
¨ the utilisation of the SUPPLYPOINT
demonstrator to show best practice
SUPPLYPOINT will initially be demon-
strated in a construction industry con-
text, but most aspects of electronic pro-
curement using virtual supply chains are
common for all supply chains, where
SUPPLYPOINT will be exploited as well.
Therefore, the whole workplan, although
adapted to the construction industry ap-
plication of the demonstrator, takes into
account the wider perspective of elec-
tronic commerce for all strands of appli-
cations in different sectors. The construc-
tion industry has been identified by SMEs
as being an area where they would see
most benefits from such a system. At the
moment when a large contract is adver-
tised it will almost certainly be awarded
to a large company. This company then
merely re-advertises the contract as sub-
contracts which are accessible to SMEs,
only after they have taken their ‘manage-
rial expenses’ in the region of 10% from
the total. SUPPLYPOINT will allow the
SMEs to form virtual consortia of supply
chains and to bid directly for the original
contract.
Business Objectives
EC document COM (97) 157 states that
public procurement accounts for 12% of
EU GDP and the Swedish association of
local authorities estimate that 3% of the
procurement budget could be saved
through electronic procurement.
SUPPLYPOINT will allow SMEs to be in-
volved as first parties not subcontractors
in this procurement, benefiting them and
the end purchasers.
There is also the opportunity for a new
market in information services as a part-
ner broker who would identify contracts
and possible virtual supply chains to ful-
fil the contract.
The savings for procurers would also be
seen for the SME suppliers in terms of
reduced administration for the whole pro-
curement cycle from call for tender to
electronic payment.
Measurement of Objectives
During the initial stages of the project, the
user partners will organise a project user
group (PUG) of interested companies. As
well as being involved in the user require-
ments, critically, the PUG will use the dem-
onstrator system to ascertain its usability
and effectiveness. The criteria for success
will be defined by the PUG at the same
time as the user requirements.
State of the Art
There are a growing number of electronic
commerce systems and research projects
focusing on supply chains. Listed below
are some of the current projects in the area,
many of which involve SUPPLYPOINT
partners.
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GEIS and Netscape have formed ACTRA –
OrderXpert (software for e-commerce) and
ECXpert (secure Internet-based messaging
for e-commerce) [http://www.actracorp.
com/]
GE TradeWeb offers forms-based, entry-
level EDI service via the WWW. [http://
www.getradeweb.com/]
GEIS Trading Process Network provides
a suite of Internet purchasing tools in-
cluding TPN Post, for electronic RFP
distribution and bid receipt. GEIS recently
joined forces with the Thomas Publish-
ing Co., to create TPN Register, which will
allow end-to-end procurement of indus-
trial materials [http://tpn.geis.com/]
TRADE’ex have a suite of Java-based soft-
ware for various aspects of e-commerce,
including RFQs. [http://www.tradeex.com/]
IBM World Purchasing provides end-us-
ers access to customised supplier cata-
logues via a Web browser. [http://www.
internet.ibm.com/commercepoint/html3/
purchasing/]
Microsoft are now turning their attention
to e-commerce, with the Merchant Server
now subsumed into their new Commerce
Server. [http://www.microsoft.com/]
ELPRO – Electronic Procurement System
for Europe (Telematics Project AD-1003)
[http://cec.sunderland.ac.uk/]
Many forms of electronic on-line payment
techniques have been proposed in recent
years, but only a few have emerged into
reality. Of these, the SET scheme devised
by Visa and Mastercard for secure
bankcard transactions via the Internet is
probably the most important. SET uses a
sophisticated combination of crypto-
graphic means to protect the interests of
all parties in a payment transaction. Nev-
ertheless, it should not be forgotten that
electronic funds transfer is well-estab-
lished outside of the Internet, and tends
to be a preferred means of payment in
the more traditional supply chains. How-
ever, the emergence of more dynamic vir-
tual chains gives rise to a need to handle
payments more flexibly. Systems such as
SET could provide part of the solution,
when integrated with say EDI links into
the banking network.
SUPPLYPOINT will incorporate and inte-
grate the best of these systems into a sin-
gle, coherent, affordable and easily man-
aged support system.
Industrial Context and Impact Industrial Context and Impact Industrial Context and Impact Industrial Context and Impact Industrial Context and Impact
on Society on Society on Society on Society on Society
Industrial Context
The European Commission has always
viewed public procurement regime not
only as means of complying with GATT
but also as a lever and demonstrator to
encourage the liberalisation of the pri-
vate sector procurement field and com-
plete the creation of a single European
market. The Commission has a clear need
to realise this objective by encouraging
increasing private sector participation in
open procurement throughout Europe.
Again the advantages to both SMEs and
the construction industry in the ability
to form effective virtual companies would
facilitate this.
The SUPPLYPOINT electronic procure-
ment system will allow SME to form vir-
tual supply chains in order to produce
more competitive and realistic bids for
contracts. In effect it will provide a seam-
less gateway to the ELPRO, TRADEPOINT,
SIMAP, TAPPE and similar systems al-
lowing SMEs to form virtual companies
in the most practical and cost effective
ways which would put them at an ad-
vantage when bidding for procurement
contracts.
Market Opportunities
The estimated savings from using an in-
tegrated electronic commerce system for
supply chains is 0.36% of EU GDP [ref.
COM(97) 157] from public procurement
alone.
SUPPLYPOINT will allow SMEs to be in-
volved as first parties not subcontractors
in this market to the mutual benefit of both
the suppliers and procurers.
Apart from the SUPPLYPOINT system it-
self, there is also the opportunity for a new
market in information services:
SUPPLYPOINT brokers who would iden-
tify contracts and possible virtual supply
chains to fulfil the contract, as a value
added service.
Administrations are required to secure the
economic health and welfare of their ad-
ministrative area, and to provide support
for the creation of employment opportu-
nities in their regions. This political im-
perative is clearly stated in both the EC
White Paper on ”Growth, Competitiveness
and Employment“ and in the Bangemann
Report as well as in the policies and ac-
tivities of government at all levels.
SUPPLYPOINT would facilitate this.
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Industrial Impact
Commission experts expect an increase of
invitations to bid to more than 1000 per
day within the next year (in the Official
Journal alone). The current 150.000
awarding organisations can expect to ap-
proach the 3% saving estimated by using
a comprehensive, integrated electronic
supply chain management system like
SUPPLYPOINT.
Conversely, the millions of SMEs in Eu-
rope who cannot directly compete for
these and similar calls for tender will, with
SUPPLYPOINT, be able to do so easily and
affordably. The potential impact on the
SME community is almost unlimited.
Even assuming a 10% market penetration
of the system to the 1% of SMEs that are
truly viable, means that potential supply
chains can be formed from over 300.000
dynamic SMEs within the European
Union.
Market Situation
There are several current solutions for
electronic commerce on the market, which
need to be taken into account, when ana-
lysing the competitive market situation.
The classical EDI Clearing Centre approach,
as for example available from Sterling,
Frontec, GE Information Services is
strongly application oriented with batch
processing of electronic transactions, but
it doesn’t feature a WWW access. In the
classical approach there is also no provi-
sion for interactive EDI.
In existing online ordering systems, fre-
quently there is only one single supplier/
manufacturer involved. In most cases they
do not support integrated EDI, electronic
payment, customs information, and cross-
border tax calculation.
In the last year, several low-cost solutions
(such as the integration of Oracle and
Netscape) via CGI scripts evolved in the
market. They allow easy integration of
product information databases, but they
support retrieval only and not order place-
ment.
For more advanced electronic commerce,
a number of dedicated solutions (multi-
media CD-ROM, product catalogue for
home shopping, etc.) have been developed.
They feature advanced multimedia as well
as order placement (in connection with a
modem or off-line by fax). The problem
with those solutions is that they are not
always up-to-date. Moreover, buying of
the CD and a local installation is required.
Most recently, a series of products have
been announced, which can be viewed
as major competitors to the SUPPLYPOINT
set of integrated services. One of them is
the announcement of Oracle’s end-to-end
solution for electronic commerce, devel-
oped under the project Apollo, which is
mainly targeting the business-to-con-
sumer end of the electronic commerce
market. The other one is Microsoft’s
Merchant Server, which is announced as
a complete ”electronic shopping mall“
solution.
However, those new products mainly ad-
dress the business-to-consumer market,
providing highly proprietary solutions (al-
though one needs to take into account that
Microsoft has always set the path to de-
facto standards in the past), and do not
integrate EDI systems and services already
in use and well-established.
In summary, none of the above systems
address the issues of supply chains and
how to form, manage and monitor them
in a ‘just in time’ manner. SUPPLYPOINT
meets this need and will allow SMEs to
take full advantage of the single Euro-
pean market.
Notably, the construction industry uses
supply chains, and contracts can be very
large. Currently SMEs cannot bid for these
contracts as they have neither the finan-
cial backing nor track record which are
perceived needs of the purchasers.
SUPPLYPOINT by allowing them to form
consortia and supply chains would dis-
tribute these implications to a manage-
able size, thus giving the SMEs access to
a ‘level playing field’.
Conclusion Conclusion Conclusion Conclusion Conclusion
The project has only recently started, and
so no concrete results are yet available.
The intended outcomes of the project are,
however, quite clear. The SUPPLYPOINT
system will allow the formation of virtual
enterprises whose members can then col-
lectively bid for large value contracts. This
will build on the existing work of the Cen-
tre for Electronic Commerce. Above the
threshold procurement is currently being
developed in electronic format in the Elpro
project. Sunderland University’s Centre for
Electronic Commerce is the lead partner
in the Elpro project, which involves a
number of organisations throughout Eu-
rope in a web-based procurement solution.
Because of the close connection between
SUPPLYPOINT and the Elpro project, clus-
ter companies formed in SUPPLYPOINT will
be able to use the Elpro system to locate
and bid for above the threshold contracts.
The Centre for Electronic Commerce is also
lead partner in another European project
dealing with below the threshold purchas-
ing for local authorities and large compa-
nies. This project, called Tradepoint, allows
organisations to pool together information
from various supplier catalogues into buyer
side catalogues, for centralised used within
the local authority or company. The Trade-
point system is also being developed and
hosted on a web server at Sunderland Uni-
versity, and this system will also be avail-
able for interfacing with SUPPLYPOINT.
Although the project is initially being de-
veloped in the construction sector, the broad
technological base of the system will allow
for development into other commercial ar-
eas as demand requires it.
In summary, SUPPLYPOINT will build on
and extend the successful work of the Elpro
and Tradepoint projects that are now reach-
ing maturity. Various deliverables will be
publicly available (via http://cec.sunderland.
ac.uk/) and should prove to be useful not
only in the construction sector but also more
widely in the whole domain of electronic
contracting within virtual dynamic supply
chains.
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7  PROFESSION PORTFOLIO ITEMS 
Portfolio items are grouped into these seven areas: 
  ARMA (ARMA) 
  Electronic Research Administration (ERA) 
  ERA Questionnaire (ERAQ) 
  Esteem (Est) 
  Focus Group (FG) 
  Historical Items (Hist) 
  Profession (Prof) 
This section contains the items pertaining to the Prof area. 
7.1  Profession (Prof) 
These items relate to my claims for having influenced, advocated and helped to 
develop the profession of research management and administration in the UK. 
After this introduction there is an index table of items in this section (an example is 
shown below), and the portfolio items themselves follow the index table. 
Table 12: Sample Portfolio Index Table (Prof) 
Ref  Type  Description  Outcome(s) 
Profxx  <type>  <title>  Kx, Sx 
A short description of item Profxx with its relevance and importance in order to demonstrate 
the learning outcomes Kx & Sx that they address (K1-2; S1-5, see below for explanations of the 
learning outcomes). <type> is the type of the item, for example: report, email or presentation. 
<title> is the title of the item, for example: Invitation to join Steering Group. Profxx is the 
unique identifier for the portfolio item (xx is a two digit number) which is used to reference it 
in the doctoral report, or indeed from another portfolio item. 
 
Each item is described in the table, with two rows of information.  The first row of the 
pair has the portfolio reference, type of document, short description and learning 
outcome(s) claimed.  The second row describes the context and importance of the 
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item, in order to substantiate the claim towards the learning outcomes listed in the 
first row.  The actual portfolio items follow after the index table. 
Note that the numbering is not contiguous as the items presented as evidence have 
been selected from a larger possible portfolio of items.  So for example item Prof09, an 
email from Research Fortnight about the heaven and hell article (Prof08), is not 
required as the editorial (Prof07 provides the same information. 
Also note that items with confidential sections that have been redacted are indicated 
with red and those that are abridged have the reference number coloured with 
orange. 
7.2  Learning Outcomes 
The learning outcomes (knowledge and skills) required for the professional doctorate 
are: 
K1  Deep understanding of the recent developments in their profession nationally 
and internationally 
K2  Deep understanding of current theoretical frameworks and approaches which 
have direct relevance to their own professional context 
S1  Make a significant contribution to practice within their chosen field 
S2  Apply theory and research methodology within the workplace, and feel 
comfortable in integrating different approaches to address “messy” 
multidisciplinary problems in a rigorous yet practical manner 
S3  Recognise budgetary, political, strategic, ethical and social issues when 
addressing issues within the workplace 
S4  Reflect on their own work, and on themselves, and thus operate as a truly 
reflective independent practitioner 
S5  Present and defend an original and coherent body of work which 
demonstrates, reflects upon, and evaluates the impact upon practice which 
they have personally made 
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Some portfolio items could cover almost all of the seven learning outcomes above, in 
most cases the listings are restricted to just those outcomes which are the main foci of 
the item, normally 2 or 3 learning outcomes at the most. 
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7.3  Profession Portfolio Index 
Table 13: Portfolio Index Table for Profession (Prof) Items 
Ref  Type  Description  Outcome(s) 
Prof01  Minutes  JISC RIM minutes of 4
th meeting (21
st Jan 2010)  K2, S1, S3 
Minutes of the 4
th Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) Research Information 
Management (RIM) group meeting.  I provided (p2) an update to the group on the progress of 
the RMAS (see Est12) project.  I also contributed to the (p4) EXRI project recommendations for 
the UK to adopt CERIF as a standard for exchange of research information data.  This was a 
pivotal meeting where the group agreed to endorse the proposal that CERIF be adopted as a 
UK standard.  The RIM group is “made up of Higher Education or research-based stakeholders 
from the UK and International research information community. The aims of the group are to 
enable disinterested discussion, knowledge sharing and strategic coordination of efforts to 
improve the management and exchange of research information within and between research 
organisations, funders and agencies.” 
Prof02  Slides  Presentation at INORMS2010 on RMA Development  K1 
I gave a workshop presentation on Professional Development for Research Managers and 
Administrators at the International Network Of Research Management Societies (INORMS) 
2010 conference in Cape Town, South Africa.  The slides provided a backdrop for discussion 
and later at the conference I organised an informal meeting on professional development with 
representatives from a number of national associations (see Prof12). 
Prof04  Paper  Professional development submitted to INORMS2010  K1, K2, S5 
This academic paper was submitted in conjunction with the workshop (see Prof12) session at 
International Network Of Research Management Societies (INORMS) 2010 for consideration in 
the conference proceedings in a special issue of Acta Academica, it was not published. 
Prof06  Article  An updated summary of the INORMS2010 paper  K1, S1, S4 
A professional article, an updated précis of the paper (see Prof04) written for the International 
Network Of Research Management Societies (INORMS) 2010 conference.  Global Research 
Management (GRM) is a publication of the Association of Commonwealth Universities (ACU), 
see http://www.globalrmn.org/, accessed 25
th April 2011, with a distribution of around 600.   
Prof07  Editorial  On the Research Fortnight Heaven and Hell article  S1 
The publication of my article (see Prof08) on research management and academic staff next to 
the counterpoint by Professor David Colquhoun led to great discussion at the 2010 ARMA 
conference.  These discussions were the lead item in the editorial of the following edition of 
Research Fortnight (16th June 2010).  See section 3.3 for my reflections on the articles. 
Prof08  Article  In Research Fortnight – research management debate   K1, S1, S4 
After presenting to the staff at ResearchResearch Ltd (see Est13), I was invited to write an 
article (to be part of a pair) on the relationship between researchers and research managers 
(from the view of the latter).  This was published on Jun 2
nd 2010 (p18) just in time for the 
2010 ARMA conference and with the counterpoint piece by Professor David Colquhoun (p19) 
promoted a lot of debate (see Prof07).  See section 3.3 for my reflections on the articles. 
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Prof10  Ppt  Overview of ARMA 2010  K1 
I created the first ‘formal’ corporate presentation about ARMA for informational purposes.  It 
was originally developed in late 2009 and updated with suggestions from other board 
members and released in Feb 2010.  It is available on the ARMA website at 
http://www.arma.ac.uk/files/guest/Information/ARMAOverviewFeb2010-1.pdf (accessed 12th 
Jan 2011).  I updated it in early 2011, see (Prof14). 
Prof11  Web  Page showing the HEFCE LGM PI project background  S1 
I was an invited member of the steering group (Est02) for the HEFCE funded LGM PI project 
that developed an on-line resource for Principal Investigators (see http://www.vitae.ac.uk/pi, 
accessed 25
th April 2011).  As part of my role on the steering group I reviewed and commented 
on the text on most pages and wrote most of the text for the project management section.  
This website went live on 12
th Jan 2011. 
Prof12  Notes  From a meeting that I arranged at INORMS2010  K1 
At the International Network Of Research Management Societies (INORMS) 2010 conference, 
after the interest in my presentation (Prof02) I arranged an informal meeting with interested 
parties in order to share best practice on professional development.  These are the notes that I 
made and distributed after that meeting.  It was followed up with (Prof13). 
Prof13  Report  On the professional development offerings of ARMA  K1 
After the meeting in Cape Town at INORMS (Prof12) I developed this summary of the 
professional development activities of ARMA and sent it to those at the meeting (and others 
that expressed an interest afterwards) including associations from the UK, Europe, Denmark, 
USA, Canada, Australia, India, the Commonwealth and Africa. 
Prof14  Slides  Overview of ARMA 2011  K1 
This is an updated version of (Prof10).  Directorships and membership statistics have been 
updated. 
Prof15  Booklet  AUA Handbook: Supporting Research (2004)  K1, S1 
Steff Hazlehurst made a substantive update to a previous good practice guide by Marion 
McClintock to produce this 32 page booklet for the Association of University Administrators 
(AUA).  On p28 she credits me on my helpful comments on an earlier draft.  This handbook is 
available to the AUA membership of around 4,000 UK University administrators. 
Prof17  Email  Thanks for contribution to Postgraduate Review, 2010  S1 
Email of thanks from Professor Adrian Smith for the contributions that I sent in (a synthesis of 
my own thoughts with input from colleagues at Sunderland) to the review of Postgraduate 
Education in 2010. 
Prof18  Program  NE-ARMA five event programme (2010)  K1, S1, S3 
I was instrumental in setting up the regional group of heads of research offices in the five 
campus based universities in the North-East of England.  In 2009 we determined that there 
were many members of staff that could not access ARMA courses and so we decided to 
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Prof19  Report  Evaluation of the NE-ARMA course  K1, S1, S4 
After each event of the NE-ARMA course (Prof18) I undertook a feedback questionnaire.  After 
allowing for a period (6 months) of reflection I surveyed the participants again to see if there 
was any lasting benefit from the course.  This summary report (a full report is available on-line 
at http://www.grs.sunderland.ac.uk/AcademicServicesWebFiles/GRS/NE-
ARMA2010EvaluationReport.pdf, accessed 21
st April 2011) clearly shows the lasting benefit of 
the course. 
Prof20  Program  Brunel (BRAM-NET) research administrators conference  K1, S1 
ARMA was invited by the Brunel University research office to present at their inaugural 
conference for research administrators (dubbed BRAM-NET).  I was available and offered to 
present on behalf of ARMA, for the slides see (Prof21). 
Prof21  Slides  From BRAM-NET research administrators conference  K1, S1 
I was asked to cover ARMA, the developing professional development framework and models 
of research support.  I updated and modified some of my own slides (see Prof14) and those 
from other ARMA presentations on similar subjects (in consultation with the previous 
presenters).  There were around 30 attendees. 
Prof22  Report  Mentoring Agreement with a mentee from another HEI  K1, S1, S4 
This outline agreement shows that I have been paired with a colleague from a research 
intensive university in order to help her plan and prepare for a career in research management 
and administration.  I suspect that the relationship will be much more of a mentor-mentee 
relationship as compared to the mentor-buddy situation that evolved with my previous pairing 
(ERA45). 
Prof23  Slides  Presentation: fEC for commercial activities, AURIL (2005)  K1, S1, S3-4 
I was invited by John Newton (then of Joint Costing and Pricing Steering Group - JCPSG) to give 
a talk on full economic costing (fEC) of commercial activities at a workshop he organised for 
the Association for University Research and Industry Links (AURIL) in June 2005.  At that time 
most of the focus was on fEC for research, but the fECAF system that I devised (see section 7.3) 
provided fEC calculations for commercial activities too, I spoke about the underlying principles 
of my methodology. 
Prof24  Report  Update on Professional Development Framework  K1, S1, S3-4 
This is the Feb 2011 update from Marie Garnett, the ARMA Professional Development 
Manager.  As an ARMA board member I have actively contributed to the development of the 
framework and have shared information (eg Prof04, Prof13) with Marie in order to provide 
context.  I helped to organise the North-East Focus Group and have provided direct input into 
the framework.  I have also presented on the framework (Prof21). 
Prof25  Report  Extract from AUA 2002 Conference Programme  K1, S1, S3 
The programme and workshop listings from the full 28 page conference programme handbook 
are reproduced with the workshop session that I gave (121 How research is funded in the UK 
(SFS)) highlighted.  The presentation covered the dual support system with details of how 




Vol.2 p.159Portfolio: Prof                 Page 7 
 
7.4  Profession Portfolio Items 
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Vol.2 p.162Responses to Recommendations in Para 5.1 
 
No  Responses  Actions 
1. 






 This recommendation was unanimously endorsed by all people in the room (as individuals rather than as 
representatives).  
(Caveat: If the recommendation reads “Basis” instead of “Format”)  
 
Common-sense suggests that harmonising activities via a common exchange format is cost saving. However, 
more robust evidence would help support the case for adoption.  This evidence may come from UK pilots (see 
below), current work (R4R, St Andrews), and international examples, and should compare costs/benefits 
against situations where no common format is used.  
 
A Business case should be developed from the evidence noted above. This will demonstrate success and 
convince sceptics.  
This CERIF business case should include:  
-  Main question: It has been around for 15 years why are there not more implementations of it? 
-  An analysis of objections, see barriers in EXRI report, which can be used as a base.  
-  Analysis of real costs & benefits for the different stakeholders and different levels of institutions 
-  Analysis of commercial solutions and suppliers market.  
 
Second Data business case could be explored, relating to the costs and benefits of improving data quality, 
once shortcomings in that are exposed via the used of a common exchange format:  
 
Additional work to be done:  
Find what evidence already exists: 
RMAS, EUROCRIS, present best business case of the moment.  
 
Inter-institutional pilots and benefits should also be taken into account (instead of only looking at activities 
within institutions). 
 
Additionally international comparison of cases could be useful. There are several good cases to be found in 
Europe already. These can serve as a context.  
 
Presently ownership and leadership need are not addressed and need to be made clearer and agreed on. 
How is UK going to project-manage this? 
 
There are no suppliers mentioned in the plan. An analysis of the suppliers market should be beneficial. 
 













A Business case should be developed, 
identifying costs and benefits across 
the sector as a whole, and for 


















JISC has received this assurance.  
 
EuroCRIS will update their site to 
inform everyone 
 
3. 4. and 5  
Harmonisation  
 
These recommendations are endorsed in essence, but the sequence was queried  It was agreed that in order 
to be successful, and to fit key timeframes (eg REF, RCs), these recommendations would need to be taken 
forward iteratively and in parallel.  A project would be needed to coordinate this.  
 
HEFCE would not endorse the enforcement of a standard format upon the sector for submitting data to the 
REF. 
 
Harmonisation 3, 4 and 5 will be turned into one project. 
 
HEFCE HESA and RC are the main stakeholders for project in terms of data COLLECTION.  For EXCHANGE of 
data the institutions need to be represented. 
 
Planning: This will be operating independently of the REF/ RCUK, bringing HEFCE/ RCUK in as needed. 
 
There is a great need for as complete a harmonisation as possible of vocabularies in a shared lexicon. 
 
The timeframes are not yet clear.  
 
Approach needs to be refined with a realistic plan and clear ownership/ leadership..  
  
 
A new Harmonisation project should 
be commissioned:  
 
Sequence of actions:  
 
1. Set up a common lexicon amongst 
UK sector 
2. Mapping of solutions  
3. Roll out  
 
 Specification of project to be discussed 
amongst:  
- Alan Green 
- Mark Cox  
- Keith Jeffery  
- Scott Rutherford 
- Andy Youell 
- Neil Jeffries 
- Pam  Macpherson-Barrett 
- an ARMA person 
- a JISC person 
 




The wording of any message to the sector about CERIF should be more nuanced.   
For example, HEFCE may note the recommendations of the EXRI report and declare an aspiration to use a UK 
version of CERIF2008 (when proven viable within other constraints)  However, the main message should 
relate to the benefits to the sector as a whole, and specifically  to HEIs, that are realised by using a common 
standard.  While REF is acknowledged as an important driver, it is one amongst many. 
 
A cover paper for a revised EXRI report needs to be agreed by all participants.  This would then form the basis 
for communiqués to be sent out as appropriate by the organisations represented at the meeting. These 
should be sent out before May.  
This cover paper should:  
- publish the updated EXRI report 
- Explain the context of the report  
- Iist of participants involved in the paper (personally not from the organisation  they represent )  
- list advice on how to take forward the recommendations and this roadmap  
 
 
JISC will draft and circulate a cover 
paper for the EXRI report to the 
participants and ensure the wording is 
agreed. 
 
JISC will release a revised version of the 
EXRI report with this cover paper. 
 
Key bodies represented at the meeting, 
including UUK, ARMA, UCISA, HEFCE, 
RCs, JISC, and HESA, will use the cover 
paper as the basis for an appropriate 
communication to their constituencies. 
 
Portfolio Item Prof01 Page 3
Portfolio Item Prof01 Page 3
Vol.2 p.163
Vol.2 p.1637. 
 Universities and 
HEI  
 
This recommendation should be put to the institutions to encourage them to think about their own progress, 
instead of being over-directional with unrealistic deadlines.  
 
The timescale should be softened and instead supply institutions with advice on what to do next.   
 
At what point the funders will commit to a preferred format will be announced later.  This timing to be set 
after other developments 
 
Ratification through the ISB would be an additional incentive to get people interested.  
 
 
FYI , no action.  
 
This will be wrapped into the 
communication noted above but will 





JISC will consider this, but it depends on the present funding situation.  
A meeting will be held to align and scope this work. 
 
The scope and next actions need to be clarified. 
 
The cases should exhibit what is it like on the ground to implement CERIF and should include some case 
studies from people who have done it themselves and would like to share their lessons learnt. There should 
be some publicity done around this.  
 
Cases should represent the community, including PURE, other systems and institutions that start from 
scratch. Ideally they should represent the variety amongst institutions:  large & small, research & teaching, 
England & Scotland. The EXRI team has a good up to date list of interested parties.  
 
These cases should demonstrate the different systems and describe the differences in export.  
  
This work should be aligned with the activities of InfoNet and UKOLN.  At InfoNet presently the primary 
business cases have been done.  The pilots / case studies would be an important source of evidence in 








9. 10. 11. and 12.  
Project synthesis 
 
A Synthesis activity should be set up by JISC, to review all the CERIF related projects in the sector and feed 
back to group.  
 
The approach will be discussed amongst InfoNet, Stuart Bolton and JISC.  
 
This report should come out in September/October 2010.  
 
This synthesis should be aligned with all relevant stakeholders and take a wider view of projects, including 
ones not mentioned in this report and any pilots funded as above.  
 
The synthesis work would also provide evidence in support of the business case as noted above. 
 
JISC to commission a Synthesis report 
to put together the range of CERIF 
related projects for this group. 
 
 
Set up a meeting with Steve Bailey and 
Stuart Bolton to discuss scope, 






Exchange of activity 
 
Preference for option 3: CERIF, but the main message  of the report is that we should adopt CERIF as a basis, 
and work with EUROCRIS to move the standard forward  
  
This recommendation should be rewritten to reflect: 
-  Subject to recommendations elsewhere in this report (eg the business case), the UK should invest in 
work to develop an application profile of CERIF2008 for the UK 
-  The UK should consider the potential benefit of agreeing a mapping from CERIF2008-UK to a linked 
data format 
-  The UK should continue to keep the above under review in terms of the maturity, flexibility, etc of 
the UK approach 






Make a new recommendation for 
future take-up of CERIF within UK, to 
be ‘reviewed’ in an unspecified time 
period.   
 
Wording should be nuanced, like: 
expand, extend, evolve… maturity etc. 
 
14. 15.  
Tracks for future 
 
 
There was a strong sense that these recommendations as written were out of scope for the report. 
 
There may be an additional recommendation ... 
 Given what we said above, we recommend that this dialog is continued by these stakeholders, including 
keeping each other informed of relevant activities and timescales that might impact the agenda outlined in 
the EXRI report..  
 
Several organisations around the table need to go through process to support the central consensus.  
 
We can say that, as a sector, we are moving in the direction indicated in the EXRI report and the national 




This dialogue will continue offline, but 
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simon.kerridge@sunderland.ac.uk  Tel: +44 191 515 2285 
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11-15th April 2010, South Africa
Cape Town International Convention Centre
www.grs.sund.ac.uk
Developing a national training framework 
for
Research Managers and Administrators:
a case study from the UK
Simon Kerridge
Head of Graduate Research Support
Academic Services
University of Sunderland, UK
simon.kerridge@sunderland.ac.uk
Simon Kerridge, Head of Graduate Research Support
simon.kerridge@sunderland.ac.uk  Tel: +44 191 515 2285 
research.sunderland.ac.uk INORMS 2010 Congress
11-15th April 2010, South Africa
Cape Town International Convention Centre
www.grs.sund.ac.uk
Overview
• Research Management & Administration
• ARMA
• Other UK Providers
• International Perspective
• A Way Forward for the UK
• Questions / Discussion
Simon Kerridge, Head of Graduate Research Support
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research.sunderland.ac.uk INORMS 2010 Congress
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Cape Town International Convention Centre
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Research Management and 
Administration
• What is it?
– leadership, management or support of 
research activities (from Chronister and Killoren 2006)
• Who does is?
• Where do they do it?
– central, department, elsewhere
• Do they want any training?
Simon Kerridge, Head of Graduate Research Support
simon.kerridge@sunderland.ac.uk  Tel: +44 191 515 2285 
research.sunderland.ac.uk INORMS 2010 Congress
11-15th April 2010, South Africa
Cape Town International Convention Centre
www.grs.sund.ac.uk
ARMA
• Leading UK association
• 20 years old
• 1600 members
• Training Provision
– 3 ‘levels’, Training Courses well established
• Professional Development
– Mentoring, Study Tours, Workshops, ...
Simon Kerridge, Head of Graduate Research Support
simon.kerridge@sunderland.ac.uk  Tel: +44 191 515 2285 
research.sunderland.ac.uk INORMS 2010 Congress
11-15th April 2010, South Africa
Cape Town International Convention Centre
www.grs.sund.ac.uk







• ... many more
Simon Kerridge, Head of Graduate Research Support
simon.kerridge@sunderland.ac.uk  Tel: +44 191 515 2285 
research.sunderland.ac.uk INORMS 2010 Congress
11-15th April 2010, South Africa
Cape Town International Convention Centre
www.grs.sund.ac.uk
International Perspective




Simon Kerridge, Head of Graduate Research Support
simon.kerridge@sunderland.ac.uk  Tel: +44 191 515 2285 
research.sunderland.ac.uk INORMS 2010 Congress
11-15th April 2010, South Africa
Cape Town International Convention Centre
www.grs.sund.ac.uk
A Way Forward for the UK
• Professionalising Research Management
(Green and Langley 2009)
• Defining the Scope
• Agreeing the Core Training
• Additional Professional Development
• Ensuring ‘buy-in’ from stakeholders
• ... Accreditation?
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RMA: what
Not a ‘Jack of all Trades’... But multi-skilled:
Information, Opportunities, Advice, Costing, Pricing, 
Submission, Negotiation, IP, Contracts, Finance, 
Legal, Reporting, ICT, Influencing, Enabling, 
Monitoring, Development, Training, CPD, Strategy, 
Analysis, Returns, Advocacy, Marketing, HR, 
Procurement, Research Students, Ethics, Project 
Management, Networking, Dissemination, KT, 
Partnering, Governance, Planning, Policy...
An interface
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CLG
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Over 1500 members
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ARMA – Who is it?: Board
Chair: Ian Carter (Sussex)
Deputy Chair: Pauline Muya (Birkbeck)
Deputy Chair: Tony Weir (Heriot-Watt)
Conference: Lita Denny (Manchester)
Treasurer: John Green (Imperial)
Secretary: Simon Kerridge (Sunderland)
Sheena Bateman (Keele), Ray Kent (Loughborough),
Ian McCormick (UEA), Karen Sergiou (Imperial),
Maggy Taylor (MMU), Mark Wight (Open)
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International Network of Research Management 
Societies
Formed 2001
ARMA (UK), ARMS (AU), CAURA (Can), DARMA (Den), 
EARMA, (EU) NCURA (US), SARIMA (SAfrica), SRA (US), 
WARIMA (WAfrica), GRMN (ACU)
Biennial conference
2010 Conference, Cape Town
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Summary
Research Management and Administration is:
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The professional association for research managers and 
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See www.arma.ac.uk for more information
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for those who supervise and manage researchers
Breadcrumbs
Home  Supervisors & managers  Leadership development for principal investigators  Project background
Project background
A HEFCE Leadership, Governance and Management funded project,
the Leadership development for principal investigators website aims to
provide online resources for new and aspiring PIs. This collaborative
project has received input from colleagues at the universities of
Nottingham, Loughborough, Cambridge, Newcastle, Sunderland, UCL
and Leicester, as well as Vitae, Research Councils UK, Leadership
Foundation for Higher Education, Association of Research Managers
and Administrators and Universities UK.
In addition we are grateful to the principal investigators who




Project background - www.vitae.ac.uk/policy-practice http://www.vitae.ac.uk/policy-practice/273421/Project-background.html
1 of 1 15/01/2011 19:48
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Vol.2 p.192Notes from the impromptu meeting on Wed 14
th April 2010, INORMS2010, CTICC, Cape Town. 
Present: 
Tania Bezzobs, Melbourne, Au / ARMS 
Ian Carter, Sussex, UK / ARMA 
and later Phil Clare, Oxford, UK / PraxisUnico 
Frank Heemskerk, RIMS, Be / (& ex EARMA) 
Mark Hochman, South Australia, Au / ARMS 
Simon Kerr, Melbourne, Au / ARMS 
Simon Kerridge, Sunderland, UK / ARMA 
Martin Kirk, British Columbia, Ca / CAURA 
David Richardson, Pennsylvania State, USA / NCURA 
John Westensee, Aarhus, DK / DARMA 
 
The gathering was called to see if best / good practice in developing professional development frameworks 
for research managers and administrators could be exchanged. 
 
After a wide ranging discussion including the scope of research management and administration, the 
landscape outside universities, tacit vs heuristic knowledge, depth of knowledge required for different roles 
and models, the following position was adopted: 
 
  It might be possible to agree a common framework internationally 
  But lower levels of training / education and development were probably best developed at national / 
regional levels rather than internationally, but that good practice could and should be shared. 
  For Higher levels (eg for Directors of Service) it might be able, and indeed desirable to have an 
international element and so a common content might be possible too. 
  Accreditation might be important in the future, but was not a driving force at the moment 
  It is important to determine what the bosses (who would pay for any training / development) want 
their staff to learn 
  The profile of research management as a profession and career needs to be raised 
  It might be possible to show the value of the profession through metrics (although there are many 
issues with this), eg value added to research proposals 
 
ACTIONS 
The following actions were agreed: 
1.  Simon Kerridge would (initially) act as the hub for: 
2.  Each person to send the current status / availability of professional development in their own 
countries 
3.  Frank Heemskerk to send the EARMA presentation from a few years ago 
 
Whilst not strictly related to professional development, it was also agreed that it would be interesting to 
share benchmarking information 
4.  Each person to send and benchmarking data / rules of thumb that they had (for example 1FTE post 
award staff is required per $10M income) for research management 
 
SRK 18/4/2010 [amended 28/4/2010] 
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The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators ARMA Overview February 2011
ARMA – Who is it?: Board
Chair: Dr Ian Carter (Sussex)
Deputy Chair: Pauline Muya (Birkbeck)
Deputy Chair: Dr Tony Weir (Heriot-Watt)
Conference: Lita Denny (Manchester)
Treasurer: Steff Hazlehurst (IoE)
Secretary: Simon Kerridge (Sunderland)
Sheena Bateman (Keele), Ray Kent (Loughborough),
Dr Louise Shelley (Bangor)
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Formed 2001
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WARIMA (WAfrica), GRMN (ACU)
Biennial conference
2012 Conference, Copenhagen 13th-16th May
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Page 1 of 2 
 
Introduction to Research Administration (2010) – a regional programme 
 
 
About the programme 
 
Welcome to the first regional induction programme for research administrators in the five 
regional universities. The programme has been developed for staff involved in supporting 
research across the institutions and will offer you an opportunity to understand the 
fundamentals of research and how they can help to enhance support to researchers.  
We hope that you enjoy the learning activities you undertake and the colleagues and 
facilitators who are part of it.  This programme has been devised with the following aims 
in mind and we hope that it will equip you with a greater awareness of research issues 




To develop an introduction to research, raising the awareness of issues in research for 
administrators to enable networking, learning and development, exchange knowledge, 
and provide enhanced support to academic colleagues  
 
The aims of the programme 
 
  To raise awareness of the important role of the Research Administrator and to give 
participants a good overview of the core elements of research administration. 
  To provide context for staff supporting research and give them an opportunity to 
increase their understanding and to provide enhanced support to academic 
colleagues 
  To network with colleagues undertaking similar roles across the region and exchange 




 Research administrators or staff who provide support for research from each 
organisation.  Attendees must normally be in the first year of their post supporting 
research, or have it as a secondary element of their main role.  
 
 
Programme content and timescale 
 
The programme is structured to cover the basic elements of the policy environment 
(including Research Assessment Exercise/Research Excellence Framework and ethics), 
pre-award areas (funding sources and information and costing and pricing), and support 
for PGR students).   
 
The full list of workshops is outlined below: 
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Programme content and timescale. 
 
Session  Date and time  Venue 
Introduction to Research 
Administration 
 
  Introduction to the programme 
  The role of the research 
administrator 
  Dual support  
  Introduction to funders: Charities, 
Research Council, Industrial 
Funders, Government, EU   




th February 2010, 9:30-16:30  
 






Research Governance and Ethics 
 
  Rationale of research 
governance: why ethics? 
  Ethics, the law, and research 
activity  
  Effective and efficient 
governance procedures 
 
25 March 2010 
 
9:00-12:00 




  What is REF and why is it 
important? 
  From RAE to RE:  Outputs, 
Impact, & Environment 
Supporting  
  REF and administrative 
processes 
 




 PGR issues,  
 
  PGRs and the University 
  PGR funding issues 












Durham University: Sally Hewlett 
Newcastle University: Jill Golightly  
Northumbria University: Stephanie Bales   
Sunderland University: Simon Kerridge  
Teesside University: Andrew Rawnsley  
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This is a short summary of the full report
1 (which is available on-line). 
 
Background 
In the latter part of 2009 the five North East Universities (Durham, Newcastle, Northumbria, 
Sunderland and Teesside) agreed to develop and deliver a short ‘introduction to research 
administration’ for administrators from those Universities.  The programme was somewhat inspired 
by the National ARMA
2 Introduction to Research Administration programme and a similar 
programme that Newcastle had previously held. 
 
The programme started with a one day Introduction to Research Administration [Intro] (Feb 5th 
2010) and was followed up with 3 half day events: Introduction to Research Governance and Ethics 
[Ethics] (Mar 25th 2010); The Research Excellence Framework [REF] (Apr 20th 2010) and 
Postgraduate Research Students [PGRs] (May 19th 2010).  
 
Overall the cohort consisted of 56 individual participants (with up to 50 individuals expected for each 
event).  The breakdown in terms of institution was as follows: 
   Cohort  Intro  Ethics  REF  PGRs  av.  av.% 
Durham  14  9  11  11  12  11  23% 
Newcastle  12  10  11  10  10  10  22% 
Northumbria  21  17  16  19  16  17  36% 
Sunderland  6  5  2  6  6  5  10% 
Teesside  3  2  3  3  2  3  5% 
Total  56  43  43  49  46  47  100% 
 
Feedback Analysis Summary 
The analysis is based on the (n=39) responses
3 to the final questionnaire. 
The events were relatively equally attended (Q1) by those who responded to the feedback 
questionnaire, so we can be confident that the responses reflect the programme as a whole and are 
not skewed by specific events.  
When specifically asked about length of time as a research administrator (Q16) it can be see that the 
vast majority had been in post for less than five years, with more than 50% for less than 2 years.  
Whilst this is perhaps not the ideal cohort, it did allow for good interactions with some participants 
being more experienced than others. 
                                                           
1 NE-ARMA 2010 – Evaluation Report: 
http://www.grs.sunderland.ac.uk/AcademicServicesWebFiles/GRS/NE-ARMA2010EvaluationReport.pdf 
2 The Association of Research Managers and Administrators (UK), www.arma.ac.uk  
3 https://www.surveymonkey.com/sr.aspx?sm=n4KcRdluUW_2bD3ZbZyAVn_2fy4aJ7CQMSdpwlQQIcNukao_3d 
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Figure 1: Frequency of Experience Range of Participants (from Q16) 
In terms of the participants’ perceptions of their own roles (Q17), over half considered themselves 
to be research managers or administrators.  However, well over a third defined themselves more 
generically as administrators; indicating that for them research administration is just part of a wider 
role. 
The main aim of the programme was to make a positive impact on the way in which the participants 
were subsequently able to perform their duties.  This was addressed bluntly (Q4) and the responses 
were overwhelmingly positive. 
 








Length of time as a research administrator
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Vol.2 p.204When asked to describe how the programme had made a difference (Q5) there were (n=25) 
responses and 32% (n=8) of these indicated that it was useful to gain insight from the way other 
universities in the region dealt with issues.  A further 24% (n=6) also talked about a better 
understanding of the bigger picture.  There were also some specific comments about ethics and 
governance, costing and pricing tools, the REF, and PGRs. 
A similar question about the impact on the participants personally (as opposed to in direct relation 
to their occupation) (Q6) shows a broadly similar picture: 
 
Figure 3: Frequency of responses to impact on participants themselves (from Q6) 
Question 7 asked the respondents (n=22) to describe the impact on them personally.  Most 
responses (81%, n=17) talked about having greater awareness / confidence / knowledge or feeling 
part of a network. 
When asked about the best aspect of the programme (Q8, n=29), the responses were quite varied, 
ranging from the networking, the food, the chance to visit other universities.  However the one 
standout aspect was the ethics session with 14% (n=4) specifically mentioning it. 
Perhaps the most telling way of determining if the programme has been a success is to look at the 
responses to the question about whether or not participants would recommend the programme to 
others (Q11).  Over 70% of respondents would recommend the programme unequivocally, with a 
further 25% seeing the potential benefit of the programme.   
Summary 
Over three quarters of respondents reported a positive impact on their work, and two-thirds 
experienced a positive impact on them personally.  A quarter have made new contacts and kept in 
touch with them, and over two-thirds would like a follow on event with the same cohort.  Finally, 
nearly three quarters would recommend the programme to others, with only one respondent not 
being willing to do so.  Overall the programme was rated (Q13) at an average of 4.23 out of 5. 
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The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators












A Director of ARMA &
ARMA Company Secretary
Head of Graduate Research Support &
Assistant Director (Research), Academic Services
University of Sunderland
BRAM-NET Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators
Overview of the session
ARMA
Professional Development Framework
Models of Research Support
Q&A 
17 Feb 2011 3
Association of Research Managers and Administrators (UK)
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators
ARMA – An Overview
20 Years
of Research Management
and Administration in the UK
Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators ARMA Overview February 2011
Overview
ARMA Summary




ARMA – What is it?
ARMA – What does it do?
Summary
5
Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators ARMA Overview February 2011
ARMA
The professional Association of Research Managers 
and Administrators in the UK
Training, Skills and Professional Development
Networking and Peer Support
Influencing the National Research Agenda
6
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Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators ARMA Overview February 2011
Research Management & Admin








Research Assistants (PDRAs, PGRAs)
7
Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators ARMA Overview February 2011
RMA: who
Secretarial (e.g. clerical support)
Admin (e.g. admin support)
Professional (e.g. Research Development Officer)
Managerial (e.g. Head of Section)
Senior Management (e.g. Director)
Leadership (e.g. Pro Vice-Chancellor)
8
Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators ARMA Overview February 2011
RMA: where
Universities









Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators ARMA Overview February 2011
RMA: what
Not a ‘Jack of all Trades’... But multi-skilled:
Information, Opportunities, Advice, Costing, Pricing, 
Submission, Negotiation, IP, Contracts, Finance, 
Legal, Reporting, ICT, Influencing, Enabling, 
Monitoring, Development, Training, CPD, Strategy, 
Analysis, Returns, Advocacy, Marketing, HR, 
Procurement, Research Students, Ethics, Project 
Management, Networking, Dissemination, KT, 
Partnering, Governance, Planning, Policy...
An interface
10
Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators ARMA Overview February 2011
ARMA – What is it?
Association of Research Managers and Administrators
UK based
Company Limited by Guarantee
Formed in 1991 (as RAGnet)
Over 1600 members
The Leading UK RMA professional association
11
Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators ARMA Overview February 2011
ARMA – What does it do?
Annual Conference (2+1 days) 6th, 7-8th June 2011
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Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators ARMA Overview February 2011
ARMA – Who is it?: Board
Chair: Dr Ian Carter (Sussex)
Deputy Chair: Pauline Muya (Birkbeck)
Deputy Chair: Dr Tony Weir (Heriot-Watt)
Conference: Lita Denny (Manchester)
Treasurer: Steff Hazlehurst (IoE)
Secretary: Simon Kerridge (Sunderland)
Sheena Bateman (Keele)
Dr Ray Kent (Loughborough)
Dr Louise Shelley (Bangor)
13
Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators ARMA Overview February 2011












1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
ARMA Membership Growth
Members
Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators ARMA Overview February 2011
ARMA – Who is it?: Members
15
Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators ARMA Overview February 2011
ARMA – Who is it?: Members
16
Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators ARMA Overview February 2011
INORMS
International Network of Research Management 
Societies
Formed 2001
ARMA (UK), ARMS (AU), CAURA (Can), DARMA (Den), 
EARMA, (EU) NCURA (US), SARIMA (SAfrica), SRA (US), 
WARIMA (WAfrica), GRMN (ACU), PraxisUnico (UK)
Biennial conference
2012 Conference, Copenhagen 13th-16th May
17
Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators ARMA Overview February 2011
Summary
Research Management and Administration is:
A diverse and growing profession
Spread across the University and the Research Sector
ARMA is:
The professional association for research managers and 
administrators in the UK
See www.arma.ac.uk for more information
18
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The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators
Developing a Professional Development 







ARMA Professional Development Manager
BRAM-NET Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators
PDF: Project Aims
The aims of this project are to produce a well-researched and 
evidence-based Professional Development Framework (PDF) that: 
can underpin initial and continuing professional development 
for research managers and administrators across the full range 
of roles in HE now and for the foreseeable future.
has relevance for research managers and administrators in the 
NHS, funders,  private Research Centres etc.
is capable of ‘unifying’ the training and development offers of all 
providers in this area. 
20 Professional Development Framework
BRAM-NET Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators
PDF: Progress to Date
Establishing ARMA’s Board and members’ expectations 
for the Framework
Communicating with key stakeholders and partners for 
the PDF
Identifying the functions undertaken by RMs and RAs 
and the knowledge, skills and attributes required to 
undertake them – 9 Focus Groups held with 114 
participants from 35 HEIs
Beginning to prepare the first draft of the Framework 
based on data from the Focus Groups
21 Professional Development Framework
BRAM-NET Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators
Expectations of the PDF
It should be easy to use and understand
It should unify the training and development 
provision of all relevant providers
It should help to raise the profile of research 
management and administration as a profession
It should engage senior members as well as junior 
colleagues
22 Professional Development Framework
BRAM-NET Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators
PDF: Structure of the Framework
Progression through the Framework:
A change in focus from ‘self’ to ‘team’ 
An increase in the breadth of knowledge of research 
administration and management functions
The ability to deal with more complex, non-routine tasks
Increasing proactivity and leadership in relation to the 
management and administration of research
The ability to contribute to the professional development 
of others
23 Professional Development Framework
BRAM-NET Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators
PDF: Next Steps
Validate the Focus Group data through further 
discussions with ARMA members, the ARMA Board and 
other key partners and stakeholders
Iterative development of the Framework supported by 
feedback from ARMA members, the ARMA Board and 
other key partners and stakeholders
Work with the AUA on a ‘pilot’ project to determine how 
‘attributes’ or ‘Professional Behaviours’ are represented in 
the Framework
Make recommendations about accreditation
24 Professional Development Framework
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BRAM-NET Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators
PDF: the Future
ARMA Board have agreed a further 3 year contract
25 Professional Development Framework
2010 2011 2011 2011







The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators








Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators
BRAM-NET
Models of Research Support 27
A potted history
Early 1980’s – RMAs in social sci research centres
1986 – the first RAE
1992 – Dual Support reform; ‘new’ universities
1993 – e-mail network for research administrators
Mid-1990’s – first ‘one stop shops’, e.g. UMIST  
Ventures Ltd.
2000’s - most universities have central RSO and/or 
faculty offices and/or business development office
2010 – RMAs take on an ever broader portfolio  
Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators
BRAM-NET
Models of Research Support 28
Research Support
The vision
‘A unit with clear functions, objectives and methods, well 
connected inside and outside the institution with good 
communication channels; widely understood, appreciated 
and deemed credible and beneficial by the academic staff.’ 
(Richard Bond, article in RAG Times,1996)
Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators
BRAM-NET
Models of Research Support 29
Funding opportunity Academic, Departments, Registrar or Information Office, 
Outside Experts (especially EU) 
Costing Academic, Finance Department or Research Office or 
Department Administration
Negotiation Academic, Industrial Liaison Officer (ILO) or Research Office 
Approval Research Office or Finance Office or Registrar
Contracts Registrar, Research Office Management, Finance Office or 
Research Office
Management Departments, Research Office, Campus Company
Technology Transfer University Company or ILO or Research Office
Spin-off Companies, Bursar, Registrar, Departments, Outside Experts
(Colin Cooper, article in RAG Times, 1998)
Task Unit responsible
Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators
BRAM-NET
Models of Research Support 30
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Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators
BRAM-NET
University of York - Structure
27 departments, evenly spread over Science, Social 
Science and Arts & Humanities, plus a number of 
interdisciplinary centres
Departments consciously dispersed across campus to 
promote meetings between cognate disciplines
All departments independent - no faculty structure 
whatsoever
Financial responsibility devolved to Heads of 
Department, contribution targets set centrally
Models of Research Support
Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators
BRAM-NET
Support Directorates at York














Models of Research Support
Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators
BRAM-NET
York R&E: Scope of Support
Broad spectrum, centralized support
Pre- and post-award, primarily financial
IP and contract negotiation and management
Research strategy, governance, ethics, marketing
Research Excellence Framework
KT, business collaboration, commercialisation
Regional engagement
Continuing Professional Development support
But not…
Graduate student admin
Costings (done by local admin staff or PIs)
Student enterprise
Models of Research Support
Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators






























Models of Research Support
Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators
BRAM-NET
Issues to Consider for York
What is the correct balance of central to 
departmental support?
Has York outgrown a non-faculty model?
Are there genuine synergies arising from putting 
research and enterprise into the same structure?
Does CPD belong here?
Models of Research Support
Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators
BRAM-NET
Medicine and Health is one of nine Faculties within 
the University of Leeds
It’s the largest with over £56M of research 
expenditure in 2009-2010
Has a Federal Faculty model with four schools 
including a School of Medicine and School of 
Dentistry
Leeds – View from a Faculty
Models of Research Support
Portfolio Item Prof21 Page 6




Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators
BRAM-NET
The University operates a pass through model for 
income to the Faculties and then uses a Resource 
Allocation Model (RAM) to charge for central 
services
The Faculty of Medicine and Health operates the 
same model for its Schools
Leeds – Finances
Models of Research Support
Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators
BRAM-NET
In 2007 central research support commissioned an 
options report to consider
‘the structures, resources, processes  and systems 
for research support at the University of Leeds and 
to propose recommendations for change.’
6 options were considered
Leeds – Review of Structure
Models of Research Support
Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators
BRAM-NET
Increased centralisation
No change to current situation
Transfer of database and claims function to central 
finance
Hybrid model of devolution of database and claims 
to some Faculties but not others
Hybrid model of devolution of database and claims 
to all Faculties 
Total devolution of all research support
Leeds – Options Considered
Models of Research Support
Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators
BRAM-NET
A devolved cradle to grave systems will give 
academic staff access to a one stop shop for all their 
research needs, staffed by discipline specialists with 
local knowledge of researchers and their projects.
The co location of pre and post award support will 
streamline processes, there will be a greater 
coherence of administration through all stages of the 
award life- cycle.
Leeds – Recommendation
Models of Research Support
Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators







Leeds: Central Research Support
Models of Research Support
Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators
BRAM-NET
Models of Research Support
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Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators
BRAM-NET
Nine Faculties – nine voices despite M&H having nearly 40% of 
the University turnover
Strategic oversight of interdisciplinary bids – silo working
Staff mobility – almost all of M&H staffing was recruited from 
other Faculties, who will invest in junior/training posts?
Economic Climate – should Faculties aim for a ‘strategic mass’ by 
working across a number of partners Faculties
Less is more – who decides?
Models of Research Support
Leeds: Issues
Association of Research 
Managers and Administrators
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators
BRAM-NET
Models of Research Support
Sorry… there is no one size that fits all
Tailor research support provision and structures to 
the needs (and structures?) of the institution
Models of Research Support
The Professional Association of Research Managers and Administrators





Head of Graduate Research Support &
Assistant Director (Research), Academic Services
University of Sunderland
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www.solutions.sund.ac.uk How Research is Funded 3
Sunderland – Projects
• 140 research projects: value £12,883,020
– Annualised value: £4,386,716
• 507 reach-out projects: value £31,200,000
– Annualised value: £8,270,000
Research, Development and Innovation Services www.grs.sund.ac.uk
www.solutions.sund.ac.uk How Research is Funded 4
Sunderland - Consultancy
• University
– School / PRA / additional payment
• Personal (Code of Practice)
– 1st 10 days 90%
– 2nd 10 days 75%
– 3rd 10 days 50%
Research, Development and Innovation Services www.grs.sund.ac.uk
www.solutions.sund.ac.uk How Research is Funded 5
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2
Research, Development and Innovation Services www.grs.sund.ac.uk
www.solutions.sund.ac.uk How Research is Funded 7
The Sunderland Context
Research Development and Innovation 
Services
• Research, Commercial - fEC
Planning & Finance
• Teaching … fEC
Research, Development and Innovation Services www.grs.sund.ac.uk
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100% overhead (or day rate)
10% Management Charge
20% ‘mark up’
Now: … fEC – as per Research
Research, Development and Innovation Services www.grs.sund.ac.uk






+/- Surplus ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ Price
Research, Development and Innovation Services www.grs.sund.ac.uk
www.solutions.sund.ac.uk How Research is Funded 11
Research Price Distribution
Was:
Directly Incurred ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ Project
Directly Allocated ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ School (or PRA)
agreed% overhead ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ 50:25:25
surplus to 135% ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ 50:25:25
surplus over 135% ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ PRA
deficit ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ PRA then School then Uni
Research, Development and Innovation Services www.grs.sund.ac.uk
www.solutions.sund.ac.uk How Research is Funded 12
fEC Costing
DI ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ expenditure
DA ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ cost centre
Estates (FTE) ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ University
Indirect (FTE) ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ Split 50:25:25
+/- Surplus ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ PRA / agreed split
Portfolio Item Prof23 Page 2
Portfolio Item Prof23 Page 2
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3
Research, Development and Innovation Services www.grs.sund.ac.uk
www.solutions.sund.ac.uk How Research is Funded 13
fEC Price Distribution
DI ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ project
DA ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ school / PRA
Estates (FTE) ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ University
Indirect (FTE) ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ Split 50:25:25
surplus over cost ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ PRA
deficit ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ PRA then School then Uni*
* Not normally do this!
Research, Development and Innovation Services www.grs.sund.ac.uk
www.solutions.sund.ac.uk How Research is Funded 14
fEC Price Distribution -
Example
Costs
DI Staff 30000 1 FTE
DI Other 10000




Research, Development and Innovation Services www.grs.sund.ac.uk
www.solutions.sund.ac.uk How Research is Funded 15
fEC Price Distribution -
Example
Costs Distribution
DI Staff 30000 1 FTE Project 30000
DI Other 10000 Project 10000
DA Staff 5000 0.1 FTE School 5000
DA Estates 6600 Uni 6600
Ind Indirect 38500 Uni 19250
total 90100 School 9625
PRA 9625
total 90100
Research, Development and Innovation Services www.grs.sund.ac.uk
www.solutions.sund.ac.uk How Research is Funded 16
fEC Price Distribution -
Example
Distribution Price 100000
Project 30000 Project 30000
Project 10000 Project 10000
School 5000 School 5000
Uni 6600 Uni 6600
Uni 19250 Uni 19250
School 9625 School 9625
PRA 9625 PRA 9625
total 90100 Surplus 9900
Research, Development and Innovation Services www.grs.sund.ac.uk
www.solutions.sund.ac.uk How Research is Funded 17
fEC Price Distribution -
Example
Price 100000 Price 80000
Project 30000 Project 30000
Project 10000 Project 10000
School 5000 School 5000
Uni 6600 Uni 6600
Uni 19250 Uni 19250
School 9625 School 9150
PRA 9625 PRA 0
Surplus 9900 Surplus 0
Research, Development and Innovation Services www.grs.sund.ac.uk
www.solutions.sund.ac.uk How Research is Funded 18
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